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Official Washington Mimifies Its Defene Cause For Mo Says Plans For Action At
Forthcoming Special Sesbilizing Twenty Thou
Significance of Great Warsion Not Determined
sand Troops
like Manneuver
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17,000

MOBILIZED

SOSSMBCOMOMNl

San Antonio Ready For Troops Judge A. B. Fall Secures
But Suffers Shortage
Establishment of Auto- mobile Lineof Water.
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xxxxxxxxxXj Special to the D.Naw

Washington, D. C, March 9.
' The real
significance o the
sudden mobilisation of a quarter of the United States army
and a formidable portion of the
navy on the Mexican frontier,
is gradually leaking out in
There is n posWashington.
sibility o official verila1m'
yet this seems to be fe situation as obtained fro1 various
About j,e time of
sources:
the return of Amrssador Wilson to Washingfjn from Mex1-che receive advices indio

creasing unrest
cating the
in Mexico nd that the revoluassertion, notwithstanding
tions o? the Mexicans to the
had extended in
contrary,
The whole
many drf'ctions.
country is said to be in a condition of anarchy made more'
serious by what was said to be
the precarious state of health
of President Diaz. There is
known to be no little
feeling among the
Mexicans generally and It was
at
feared that developments
any moment might precipitate a chaotic condition with
a probable demonstratl o n
against foreigners. This alleged state of affairs, it is said,
was discussed with deep concern at the White House with
the result that the suggestion
was made that it would be part
of forethought to concentrate
near the Mexican border a
force sufficient to meet any
situation that might arise. This
movement was to take the form
of maneuvers, but the interpretation which was instantly
placed on the move by news
papers and the people of the
country, has disconcerted the
administration and the President and his advisers hastened
to relieve the tension in both
countries by telegraphing an
declaration of the
emphatic
harmless intent of the government.
accurate
Meanwhile,
information as to the real condition of affair! in Mexico, especially as to the health of
President 'Diaz are awaited at
Washington with the greatest
of interest.
--
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Mexican.

C, March 9. Possi- Washington
y Uncle Sm received a "hunch"
that certai foreign governments were
passing Jiotes regarding the Mexico
insurraction and therefore decided to
semi a sufficient force for the protection of the lives and interests of its
own and all other citizens, leaving no
excuse for other countries to send any
occupying force that might demand a
"concession "of territory after the
trouble is settled, thus preventing an
opportunity for serious complications
that a few weeks will develop so complicated the indications have become.
Meanwhile the large land and naval
forces will be concentrated in the Atlantic and Pacific sections.
Roswell-VaughThe
automobile
mail route has been
This was the message
sent by
Judge A. B. Pall, who has been in
Washington on New Mexico territorial
business. Judge Fall said in his message that he has hope that the
line by way of Cloud-crof- t
would also be established later
and that he would take it up with
Postmaster General Hitchcock upon
his return to Washington from New
n
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Albuquerque, and Edward A. Mann is
named as agent at Albuquerque. The
objects of the company are to carry
on the business of printing and publishing a newspaper "or newspapers,
magazines, pamphlets and periodicals
of every kind, also to own, sell, lease
and acquire, and deal in lands etc, etc.
The total authorized capital stock is
$100,000 divided into 1,000 shares of
$100 each, and the number of shares
subscribed are $3,000, the shareholders
being J. E. Saint, 10; F. A. Hubbell,
The
10; and Edward A. Mann, 10.
period for the duration of the company
is 50 years. The directors of the new
company are Joseph E. Saint, Frank
A. Hubbell, Edward A. Mann, John
Venable and George F. Albright.
New Mexico Pensions.
Mrs. Amanda M. Morris, of Mount
Dora, Union county, has been grant
ed an original pension of $12 a month
dated rom December 30, 1910.
Jose Gonzales II., Beenham, Union
county; has been granted an increase,
to $15 a month from February 15,

HUSBAND'S NAME IRRITATES
AND HUMILIATES HER.
Marital Bliss of Denver Couple Lasted
Only as Long as Bride's Dot
Held Out.
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To Get Safe Blowers.

Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial mounted police has gone to Los
Lunas to bring here Grimes and Miller, the convicted safe blowers who
were sentenced to the penitentiary.
Examined Insurance Co.
Deputy Insurance Commissioner P.
A. Lienau has returned from Albuquerque, where he examined the affairs of the Occidental Life Insurance
Company. With Mr. Lienau was. John
T. Roach, an expert accountant of New
York city, who served as actuary for
the department It Is said that the
Occidental Insurance Company Is in
fine financial condition.
Incorporation.

Articles of incorporation were filed
In the territorial secretary's office by
the Herald Publishing company, whose
office is at 124 North Second street,
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AVALANCHE CRUSHES OUT
THIRTY-FIV-

Seventy
Ho;, Why and Where of Tiny,
at

Germ That Caused Dread

LIVES.

other Workingmen in Tent
Tiflis, Caucasia, Were
Injured.

Disease.

i

T'flis, Russia, March 9. An avalanche crushed a
tent near
After many here while theworkingmaifswere
sleepoccupants
1
insti-months' work,' the Rockefeller
ing iasl. night. Nineteen were killed
tute in this city, believes its search a;id sixteen others fatally
injured.
for a cure for infantile
paralysis, Seventy more sustained minor hurts.
ef-which heretofore has baffled, every
fort even to learn its cause, is about BANTAMWEIGHT CHAMPION
to be rewarded. Within six months,
MATCHED WITH FORBES.
according to Dr. Simon Flexner, a definite announcement of the specific
Chicago, March 9. Johnnie Coulin,
remedy may be expected. The means, the bantamweight' champion,
and
of prevention, and the how, why and Harry Forbes, former champion, have
where of the tiny germ already have been matched for a fight of ten rounds
been discovered.
at Kenosha, Wisconsin, March
New York, March

9.
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of South.

Wounded.

How About Japan.
clipdavits, ; ';ers and newspaper
That the demonstration on the Mex- pings frc.n New Mexico against the
Denver, Colo., ulaicu 9. Asseruiig
ican border may serve as a warning constitutional election were of the
that, at the time of her marriage to
against Japan for forming closer rela- feeble and trivial kind, as any one
Walter R. James, she had $700, which
tions with Mexico in order to strike at can see who will read the full report
she used in furnishing, a "house and
this country from that country, was of the hearings before the comaitfee
paying for living expenses, and that
one phase of the situation which de- on territories."
wh-?the money was gone her husThe governor said that it was unveloped today.
band left also, Mrs. Ressie James 19
In defiance of the Monroe doctrine, fortunate that Chairman Hamilton of
years old, filed suit for divorce in the
Japan, it is alleged, has been endeav- the committee on territories in the
district court. The couple wers maroring to obtain a naval station on the House was taken ill just at the tiine
ried September IS, 1309. and lived towest coast of Mexico, where hundreds the statehood bill was to have come
gether until January 28, 1910. Mrs.
.of thousands of Japanese have formed up before his committee and that this
James Eays that on account of "the
colonies. Most of them are men who occasioned a delay of several days.
shameful conduct and manner of her
"Statehood has been delayed but
have served in the Japanese army durhusband, the name of James has be"but
continued
not
he
just
defeated,"
war
Russlr..
with
the
ing
come distasteful, that it dots not
to
at
be
taken
is
action
what
going
The Diaz government has shown a
be
to
bring pleasant recollections and that
remains
session
the
dispositionto befriend the Japanese seen. special
it irritates and, humiliates her. She
I am not in a position to outand has encouraged their colonization.
asks to have her maiden name, Besline
the
plans.
Military experts today pointed out the
sie Wright restored.
"It
be the Democratic party
danger to the United States in this which may
Isabel Quay has brought suit for
now
branch
lower
the
controls
movement, as Mexico, with its mild clidivorce from Eli Quay, who, she says,
en1911.
mate most of the year, is admirably of Congress will not appoint the
deserted her September 15, 1905.. They
tire list of committees until the reguMichael
of Nara Visa, j were
situated for a base of operations.
married January 1, 1900.
lar session meets. In this event, if Quay county,Keppler,
inhas had his pension
Others Will Have to Go.
Mrs. Jennie Bersch has filed suit for
the committee on territories is not creased to $20
dating from February divorce against George W. Bersch,
Washington, D. C, March 9. There
nothing could be done.. All
1911.
is not the slightest doubt that it was appointed,
charging
I can say is the course which seems 13,
with great reluctance that Mr. Taft the wisest for New Mexico will be
New Postmasters..
consented to the retirement of Ballin-ger- , followed undoubtedly.
Juan Cisneros has been appointed BIG STAMPED ENVELOPE
Some are of
but in doing so he apparently de- the opinion that the policy of waiting postmaster at Abo, j orrance county.
CONTRACT IS AWARDED
termined to make as clean a sweep as until the next regular session is best ' A postoffice has been established at
possible of the interior department. for statehood's interests but there is Adelino, Valencia county, and Car--:
F. H. Hitchcock
Oscar W. Lawler of California, who nothing definite to say at this time." milo Barela has been named as post Postmaster General
Settles Contest for Another
has been assistant attorney general
Despite the long siege In Washing- master. Mail formerly went to Tome.
Four Years.
for the interior department, will go, ton the governor is looking well but
Wiliam J. Tarr has been favorably
and rumors are rife that Fred Dennett, he might" have appeared more cheer- recommended for the position of post-- ;
Washington, D. C, March 9. By afcommissioner of the general land of- ful if the joint resolution had passed master at Mineral Park, Mohave coun-- !
fixing his signature to the contract
fice will not long remain. Both of the Senate. "The bill's future looked ty, Arizona.
for the manufacture of printing of
these men have been Btanch and loyal very favorable at one time," he said,
Delegate Cameron has recommend- supporters of Ballinger, and Lawler "and we were sanguine of its success. ed that the postoffice at Alpine, stamped envelopes and newspaper
wrappers. Postmaster General Hitchwrote the report clearing his chief of IThen a set back would seem to over
Apache county, Arizona, be reestabthe Glavis Alaskan coal charges, which take it. This much is certain a lished and that Eliza Jane Burk be cock put an end for at least four years
to a contest that has been waged inPresident Taft signed. Their succes- splendid fight was made and New appointed
postmistress.
Mexico's friends were tireless in their
termittently for more than a quarter
sors have not yet been named!
New Principal.
of a century.
to secure the boon which must
'efforts
Examination for West Point.
come to us ere long."
Superintendent J. E. Clark of the de--,
Washington, March 9 A special expartment of public instruction, an- BUBONIC PLAGUE
Notaries Appointed.
amination of candidates for appointGovernor Mills has appointed the fol- nounced today that E. G. Galbraith has
INVADES CENTRAL CHINA.
ments as cadets at the West Point lowing notaries public: Frank Acker-ma- n been appointed the successor of J
M.
E.
of
deceased
Military Academy has been ordered
Bailey,
principal
of Albuquerque, Bernalillo counSevere Epidemic Prevails at Reformed
by the War Department to take place ty; Jose A. Lucero of Espanola, Rio the school at Socorro.
Mission Station of
A Arriba
May 2 at several military posts.
Edwin L. Grose of AlTemporary Clerk.
county;'
statement issued from the general buquerque, Bernalillo couny and
Miss Mamie Hotz has been appoint-- !
staff calls attention to the fact that Charles
Leroy Cassady of Rodeo, ed a temporary clerk in the office of! Amoy, China, March 9. A severe
for several years the cadet corps had Grant county. He also appointed Robr the territorial secretary where the
been V5 to 80 per cent of its full quota. ert W. Butt for Santa Fe county, ac- work at this season is very much epidemic of bubonic pleague Is reported at
a village west of the
Believing that many young men are cepting his resignation as a notary greater than other times of the year
Lung
Kiang
fifty miles from
river,
,
cor-deterred from taking the examination in Union county, and Joseph B. Hay-war-d owing to the filing of reports by
is the seat of the
Amoy.
by the expense of the long Journey to
for Santa JFe county, accepting porations.
Miss May Closson is an assistant in mission station of the board of forthe present centers, candidates wilf be his resignation as a notary in Torexamined at the nearest suitable mili- rance county.
the office of District Clerk Edward L. eign missions of the Reformed
Churches of America.
Safford.
tary post.
For the Treasury..'.
M.
Otero
A.
Territorial Treasurer
IMMUNITY BATH
has received the following sums for
Northport and New London.
MOTION OVERRULED.
the treasury: From J. S. Edwards,
France Keeps Hands Off,"
E FOR IN
B.
of
treasurer
$634.96;
9.
county
Officials of the
Curry
Paris, March
Trust Members Must Stand Trial in
Roosevelt
foreign office today iniormed the As- J. Reagan, treasurer of
8"" Brought Against Them
sociated Press that the French gov- county; and James A. Baird, treasurer
by Government.
TILE PARALYSIS;
ernment had made no representatives of Otero county, $693.43; from Game
to the United States regarding the and Fish Warden Gable, $17.
Detroit, March 9. Judge Dennison
Land Entries.
protection of French interests in
the
Mexico.
The following were the land entries Another Great Blessing For in federal court today
special plea Involving the "Immunity
Is This Only War Game?
at the local land office yesterday:
bath," recently entered by IndividuTwo hundred rounds of ball am-- J Jose Miguel Baca, Magdalena;
Humanity Made Possible
Hugo
al defendants in the
"Ba.th
munition issued per man.
Seaberg, Raton and Albino Lopez of
by Rockefeller
tub trust" prosecutions.
All leaves of absence Indefinitely Maxwell.
,

BIG

CAPTURED

Federals Also Given Trouncing Addresses on Topics of Vital
Interest to Development
and General Torres Is

That the plans for statehood, New
Mexico's long cherished dream, have
not yet been decided upon as far as
i ,
;
jut .
he is aware in regard to the action to
be taken at the forthcoming special
session was a declaration o Govsrn-o- r
Mills in discussing statehood this
morning.
The governor returned yesterday
afternoon from Washington where he
put in an entire month working hard
for the statehood cause. The governor's wide acquaintance iu political
circles and the friendship he has with
the President, Postmaster General
Hitchcock and many others, prominent in the Republican party, enabled
him to do a vast amount of work. In
discussing the long and valiant fight
made by the statehood boosters Governor Mills was particularly emphatic
in his praise of the work done by
HON. WILLIAM J. MILLS.
Postmaster General Hitchcock, Dele- Who Returned Yesterday From
Washington Where He Made a Valiant Fight
B.
A.
Fall,
gate Andrews and Judge
for Statehood.
The Protests, Affidavits, and Letters as Well as Newsthe latter lending his aid in getting
paper Clippings Filed By Opponents of the Constitution Were of the
Senator Bailey of Texas, to help the
"Feeble and Trivial Kind."
cause.
Trivial Protests.
"Statehood would have been an accomplished fact today had it not
been for the filibustering of Senator
Owen of Oklahoma, as you have read
in the d';;::itches sent from Washing"The affiton," sa d the governor.

T ATLANTA

BEBELS

Francisco L. Madero Sustains Ex President Made Address
This Afternoon at a
Stinging Defeat Near
Casas Grandes
Negro Church

; Praises Work of Postmaster General, Delegate Andrews and
Judge Fall,

Washington, March 9. Still under
the guise of peaceful maneuvers, the
advance of . the army toward the
southern frontier is proceeding rapidly and in perfect order. Telegraphic advices today indicate that practically all of 17,000 mei are now rapidly moving southward with ample
commissary supplies. The navy, like
the army, is carrying out its part of
operations without the semblance of
a hitch. The vessels comprising the
fifth division of the Atlantic fleet have
been completely supplied and ; prepared to sail for Guantanamo at a moment's notice. The real purpose of
this unprecedented movement of soldiers, sailors and marines, is- still
shrouded in mystery. Official Wash
ington insists that the movement is a
technical military experiment and has
no relation to the Mexican situation.
Just a Pic-niWashington, March 9. President
T r.fl assured Senor de la Barra, the
Mexican ambassador, that the statement issued in Mexico City last night,
through the American embassy, accu
rately represented the attitude of this
government in sending 20,000 troops
to Texas.
He told the ambassador
thtil troops are tb.ere for maneuvers
ar.r that nothing in the movement
should excite alarm or unusual interest.
Water Shortage at San Antonio.
San Antonio, March 9. Everything
is in readiness for the coming of the
troops to Fort Sam Houston. The
first contingent of the Third Infantry
from Fort McPherson is expected this
afternoon. - Ideal camping grounds
await the coming of the .army. Sanitation will be as near perfect as military skill can devise it The inade
quate water supply is the only handi
cap but this will be overcome in a suspendedi
days.
Unprecedented haste and secrecy in
General Schuyler at Tucson.
preparing for "maneuvers."
No congressional appropriation for
Tucson, Ariz., March 9. Brlgadiei
General Schuyler commanding the de- "maneuvers" available.
Quartermasters and commissary ofpartment of Colorado, who came here
on Tuesday from Fort Huachuca, re- ficers ordered to buy supplies without
ceived orders last night to proceed to limit.
Sudden return of Mexican ambassaSan Antonio and left with his staff at
dor to Washington "from New York.
1 o'clock this morning.
Coast artillery drawn upon to reCruisers In Battle Practice.
inforce infantry regiments.
March 9. The cruisers
Seattle,
Army transports, long unused and
West Virginia and Maryland left the unfit
for sea duty, ordered into comnavy yard this morning for San Diego, mission.
California, for "battle practice," acPresident Diaz reported to be in a
cording to Rear Admiral Southerland. serious
physical condition, with death
Marines Sail.
imminent
,
'
i
Philadelphia, Pa., March 9. More Persistent reports that England
than seven hundred marines sailed and Germany have suggested Amerthis morning on the transport Prairie ican intervention in Mexico.
American interests In Mexico now
for Guantanamo,
They were drafted
from Washington, , Brooklyn, Boston, amount to $1,500,000,000.
-

GREAT FiGHT

21.

ROOSEVELT DAY

LOODY BATTLES

STATEHOOD

TBHE AT STAKE
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Atlanta, March 9. This is P.oose- El Paso, March 9. V message to the
Herald dated Casas Grandes, March 6, jvelt
at the Southern Commercial
gives some details of a disastrous de- j Congress. The former President ar-- ,
feat suffered by the insurrecio force rived tais
and was imH at
under Francisco I. Madtro, provision- ilu
at Atlanta by a company
al president . The battle was fought of the Filth
regiment of In- near Casas Grandes, and resulted, ac- fantry. o::iiais of the chamlx-- r
of
cording to the dispatch, in the retreat iComnifiic and the commercial con-- :
of the insurrectos, after the loss of gross. This; i'li.rnoon Colonel Koose-- I
two hundred killed and wounded, three velt dciiveri d an address at a negro
hundred saddle horses, their machine church iiiid twin in will address the
guns and twelve wagon loads of sup- congress on the "South's Obligation
inStatesmanship and Business En- plies and ammunition.
deavor."
Americans Captured.
j
Modern Industries,
Thirty-siAmericans, fighting with
the insurrectos were taken prisoners. i Atlanta, Ca., March 9 "A corpora-- ;
The Americans were in front of the tion is a composite of steam, leetri-jcit- y
We have learned how
and men.
battle and four of them were lying
dead on one heap, soon after the fight- to control steam and electricity. Let
The
insurrectos us teach ourselves ho ;o regulate and
ing commenced.
for twelve control a corporation.
stood the cannonading
hours before they retreated. Colonel
Such was the central thought of an
Samuel Garcia Cuellar of President address delivered today before the
Diaz" staff, commanded
the federals. Southern Commercial Congress here
Sentiment there is strong against the by George W. Perkins on "Modern
Americans and the Mormon colonies Industries."
Laying stress upon the
nearby fear reprisals.
great influence of electricity anC
steam notably as means of
Stinging Defeat for Federals.
To offset this official report Genas based upon the develeral Luis Torres, military commander opment of business to huge and comof the region shows a severe defeat plex modern corporations, lie declared
to the federals under General Lorenzo that as we have learned to regulate
Torres, at Cumuripa on
Monday. those great physical forces and there--'
General Lorenzo Torres was wounded by added to their usefulness so we
in the left side. His official reiwrt must learn to regulate the corporation
says that he lost one hundredind fif- jand make it do better service.
"The people have witnessed abuses.
ty killed and wounded, while two insurgents were killed and six taken glaring anuses in corporation business
methods," said Mr. Perkins.
prisoners.
"They
A Bloody Battle.
have been told that these abuses come
Salt Lake, March 9. The Mormon about largely because of the size to
church authorities are in receipt of a which certain enterprises have grown,
afu-nujo-

I

x

j

j

j

telegram

from the Mormon

colonies

j

But how

to be afraid of

at Dublan, Mexico, giving particulars a thing because it is large. The true
of the insurgent defeat near Casas American has no such fear or belief,
Grandes.
The number of federal It is not the size he
fears; it is the
hundred methods followed. He fears the mantroops engaged was fifteen
while the insurgents number.-a thouagement of a giant enterprise that is
sand. The rebel loss was two hunsecretive, that does not respect pubdred and the federal one hundred.
lic opinion, that does not realize that
in
Good
- Diaz
Health.
when its sharv-- s are owned by
New York, March 9. In view of the
lie its managers are substantially pub--!
renewed reports concerning the health
lie servants.
He fears the methods
of President Diaz, it can be stated
'
that a dispatch from the Associated of the blind pool. He wants to know
he
a
and
has
to know, from dis-- I
right
Press correspondent at Mexico City
received last night said that he per- interested third parties, viz. the
what is being done by a
sonally had seen the President the
business
great
enterprise in which his
when
was
in
he
apprevious night,
parent good health. Another dis money is invested or which is handpatch last night from Mexico City re ling a commodity that effects his daily
life.
ferred to Diaz receiving Admiral
at 5 p. m. and later conferring
"The officers of great corporations
with' the governor of Guanajuato. No should realize that such concerns are
further advices have been received. more nearly public institutions than
Uncle Sam to Be Policeman.
private property.
Washington, March 9. The ques"While the agitation of recent years
tion of the safety of foreign interests has been unfair
tnd harmful In many
in Mexico has been the subject of for- instances It has set
business men
mal discussion
by foreign nations thinking, has awakened the
with this government.
This is learnand has brought a new
ed from official sources
today, but it realization of the fact that it is as
was understood that the discussions
true of business as it is of the individiMd not reach the stage of
representa- ual that there is no
permanent suctions.
cess unless it Is based upon integrity
President Taft Assures Diaz.
of character. New York, N. Y., March 9. Jose
"Our business concerns have grown
Ives Limantour, Mexican minister of Ifrom the
local firms and the State
conferred
Mexfinance,
today over the
company to the great interstate corican situation with J. P. Morgan and J.
poration; and what we must have is
Bennet, vice president of the National federal
regulation and control of these
Railway of Mexico, and several finan- great interstate
enterprises, and laws
It
was stated that Cecil Grenfell, that will
ciers.
the men who compunish
a member of the British parliament,
mit the crime, not the stockholders
was expected to Join the conference. or
the public which is being served.
Commenting on President Taft's mes"Federal regulation is feasible, and
sage of assurance to President Diaz, if we unite and work for
it now we
Senor Limantour said that this commay be able to secure it; whereas If
munication from tlie president to Pres- we
continue to fight against it much
ident Diaz, will, I am sure be reasur-in-g
the incoming tide may sweep
longer
to my government, and should be
the
to Governto my people, who naturally have been ment question along either
ownership or Socialism.
greatly discouraged, by sensational
"The day has come when we need
statements made by the press. I
in business.
statesmanship
tone
the
of
greatly regret
many of the
"I have long believed that we sboulw
comments made by the press on the
whole matter, and also the number of have at Washington a Business Court,
false rumors which are daily printed j to which our great business problems
could go lor final adjustment when
about Mexico.
It is impossible for me to understand they could not be settled otherwise.
We have now at Washington a Suwhy sensational developments should
preme Court, composed, of course, of
be expected with the two
peoples
whose relations are so well defined as lawyers only, and it is the dream of
man who enters the law
those of Mexico and the United States, every young
some day be called to
that
he
may
and who are living now and for a long
the Supreme Court bench. Why not
time have lived as such good neigha similar goal for our business men?
bors."
Why not a court for business questions, on which no man could sit who
DENVER BOXING BOUT
had not had a business training, with
STOPPED BY POLICE. an honorable record?
The supervision of business by such a body of men
Denver, Colo., March 9. Sheriff who had reached such a court in
such
Hamilton Armstrong
prevented the a way, would
unquestionably be fair
proposed "boxing exhibition" between and
equitable to business, fair and
Johnny O'Keefe and Jack (Twin) Sulto the public.
Furthermore,
livan. Enforcing an injunction issued equitable
it would not take out of business that
liy Judge Carlton M. Bliss late in the
afternoon, Armstrong warned Presi- invaluable asset, individual initiativs.
managedent T. F. McDonnell of the Edgewa-le- r It would leave the every-daAthletic club not to attempt to ment of business untrammeled and alcarry out the program, and as a re- low men free swing to devise ways
sult 2,000 fans who had crowded the and means to improve, enlarge and
Luna park dancing pavilion filed home- develop our domestic and foreign
ward, sans money and sans entertain- commerce.
ment.
"It would give us a practical working arrangement by which more hu?
NO ELECTION OF
mane, cooperative methods could be
SENATOR IN COLORADO. substituted for ruthless competition.
that competes, that Is
Competition
Denver, Colo., March 9. No election real, under present conditions of life,
took place In today's senatorial
(Continued on Pago Seven.)
j
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AGE TWO

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE,
WEAK, COLD SPELLS.
Wilmington, N. C. Mrs. Cora L.
Rilter, of this place, says: "I used
to have headaches, and blind dizzy
spells, and weak cold spells went all
I had different doctors,
over me.
but they were unable to tell me what
was wrong, so I began to take Car- I am now all right, in good
dui.
health, and better than I have been
for 10 years." Cardui is a remedy for
women, which' has been helping sick
You
women for nearly a lifetime.
Other
can absolutely rely upon it.
people have done the testing and you
should profit by their experience.
Cardui has benefited a million women.
Why not you? Begin taking
Cardui today.

GEORGE AND I KNOW
Where to Go for Groceries
GEORGE WASHINGTON NEVER LIED.

That's why he had the confidence of millions, and
why we respect him to this day and always will.
WE DO NOT NEED TO
Misrepresent our Merchandise. The Brands we
sell have stood the test of time.
ASK THOSE WHO HAVE

HAS IT COMii TC
THIS IN THE SENATE?

w inter

THE

Grocery Co.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

WE

Telephone

DAILY

ROUND

GIVE CASH BEGlSlf K TK'KI '
ALL
CAbH PURCHASE

mJ

Baseball
Football

Camping
School

and Everyday wear

$2.00 and $2.50.

John Pflueger

SPECIALIST

UP.

Lumber and all kinds
building material

A

T

of

1

Lump, nut and
mine ruii coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TH0V1AS

HERE'S

THE

V.

DELGAD0, Mgr.

WONDER

WORKER!

i

This engine can be attached to your
pump and, working in ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, 9rms- - pump jack or fixtures to
buy. ' o special platform to build.

1L

m
Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate It to you.

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

Wholsais
&

kra.

fitST

Santa Fe Flyer Derailed While
crossing the trestle near El Moro, Colorado, yesterday morning, the Santa
Fe Flyer, on which was Governor
Mills coming home from Washington,
D. C, was derailed, only the engine
leaving the track. A delay of five
hours was caused.
Justice is Ousted The board of
county commissioners of San Miguel
county has ousted Felipe Gonzales as
justice of the peace at Bernal and has
appointed Andres Chavez justice, and
No elec-ticHilario Montoya constable.
was held at Bernal, owing to the
representations of Gonzales, it is said.
Canning Factory for Albuquerque
Two hundred acres of tomatoes and
a fifty horse power boiler are all Albuquerque needs to guarantee to secure the establishment of a modern
canning plant for this city. Tonight
at the Commercial Club meeting C. H.
Green of Denver, will be present and
explain his proposition in detail. The
establishment of such a plant as proposed although a small affair will be
a start and may demonstrate the pos
sibilities of the canning scheme here
so well as to form the foundation for
a large industry. The railroad project, to build a line from Farmington
to this city will be given another
push when the' club takes action towards electing directors for the com
pany of which Albuquerque is to have
the president and treasurer. Albu
querque Morning JournalLast eveWedding at Albuquerque
ning at Albuquerque, Miss Elizabeth
Baldridge and Roy Stamm were mar
ried. Rev. Mr. Tolbert of the Congregational church officiated. Miss Alma
Baldridge was bridesmaid and Raymond Stamm was best man. The
couple left on a wedding trip to New
Orleans.

i

I

STRONG DRINK BRINGS
GRIEF TO INDIAN FAMILY.
Lander, Wyo., March 9 The troubles of the Enos family of Indians are
increasing. Two weeks ago two male
members residing on the reservation
north of this place died from drinking wood alcohol.
Previously a
third male member had been arrested
for selling liquor on the reservation.
A few days ago this charge was dis
missed and he was released, but he is
now back in jail charged with the
theft of a horse.

ELKS' THEATRE
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

!

Ke'y&y3
M,V thh&;n

jojn

STOCK

teemed leading

i

SKK45

India Litions
Dotted Swisses

A

knight,

Frank

THE CLARENDON

TABLE

HIGH SCHOOL FRATERNITIES
ARE OSTRACISED.

f

Colorado Springs, March 9
upils
of the Colorado Springs High, school
who are members of fraternities or
secret societies in the school will not
be granted diplomas, was decided by
the Board of Education today. The
$100 REWARD, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-

FOR

HALF

A

CENTURY THE LEADING

'

P. O. Box 219

DRY GOODS

IttuSE H
,

THE CITY

Phone 36

3

Bae Bail

IS.

Stock

Ladies Attention

ijts

Base Bali
Stock

More Complete Than Ever Before
5EE OUR 1911 LINE

have a it e assortment of
Samples for LADIES SUITS
COATS JACKETS or SKIRTS,
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
are moderate.
I

CALL AND

Agent for

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

EXAMINE MY LINE

AND SYLES.

101

Washington Ave,

WHOLESALE

ing a constitutional disease, requires
Hall's
treatment.
a constitutional
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly unon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of tho disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting naLurt, in doing its work. Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of

Tailor.

testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

RETAIL

Al D

Julius Muralter Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRlLLOb

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilbirg Cca,
sawed Wood and Kmdhrg.
AVWTUTTW
MONTTCZT7MA
Near A. T.

& S. F,

Telephone

Depot.
85

Stems Coal.

CAPITAL COAL Y4RD.
Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
"
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a
Bargain

FOR CAT P

JiLL

,EB.roved

Modern Residences for Rent.
330t

THE

FOOD.

RIG YOU WANT

.is here. Whether it be a runabout,
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
s
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek in appearance.
We will fill your order promptly,
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.

S2S145

i2Mgr-

DESIGNS.

-

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

first-clas-

A Spicy

Salad With Very

Little Dressing
Seats on Sale at Fischer's
Tuesday, March 7th.
PRICES 75o, $1.00 and $1.50.

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as4he law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

I HE.

DECORATIONS, FUNERAL

GARDEN

Batiste

P.

Thursday March 9th.

FLOWERS-OSE- S.

BOUQUETS,

Voile

Dimity

We Have Built Up

CARNATIO
NS, NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS
:: ::
WEDDING

Long Cloth
Flaxon

Nainsook
Poplin

B. P. WILLIAMS

CUT

Persian 'Lawns

ya

yjllfLZVZAl

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA EE'

LEO HERSCH

Our beattif ul lines for Spring represent the Most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everythhg for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

"

J

ALFALFA SEED All Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulkand
Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

White Qoods For Spring

PUEBLO MAN INJURED IN
Blandy; esteemed loyal knight, E. P.
FIGHT WITH EAGLE. Da vies; esteemed
lecturing knight,
Frank M. Jones; secretary, Jose D.
904
9.
H.
T. Walby,
Pueblo, March
Sena; treasurer, Frank E. Nuding;
Ash street, was badly injured in a ter- trustee, Dr. David
Knapp; delegate to
rific battle with a big bald eagle in grand
lodge, A. J. Fischer; alternate,
of
back
his
the
home. The eagle A. B. Renehan;
yard
tyler, Henry Krick.
was given to Walby a few days ago
Charles Ralph Easley was elected a
by Walter Porter, a Beulah, rancher. member of the local lodge.
Walby tied the eagle in his yard with
a rope, lie aeeiueu to . luseu ine Knoi
Child Crushed by Eng , ne Falling
...
,
, ,
' under the whels of a Santa Fe engine
W
at him and' at
doing this the bird flew
.
Starkville, five miles west of Trini- sank its talons deep in his face. Wal--i
dad' Le0 Pellml. lu
oli, received
'injuries that may prove fatal.
His
arm was cut off and his feet
right
resnext
to
the
Orin, living
door, came
Trying to avoid a passenShe struck the bird over the mangled.
cue.
train the boy fell under the wheels
head with a broom handle and forced ger
of a switch engine.
it to losen its hold.
Walby's face
was badly torn and a physician was
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
summoned.
Walby's son when he ar
rived home tonight turned the bird PAZO OINTMENT 1s guaranteed to cur
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleedingor Pi 3
loose.
in 6 to 14 days or money re- trudlng files
lunded, Me.

Sole Agents For
MERNATIONAL

Bros. Co.

Selipan

0

a

EUGEN30 ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

i

j

;

THE BEST MADE SHOE FOR

Will- -

ie,

plane
We'll ride on the passing breeze;
I'll trace our chart with Cupid's dart
And steer for the Pleiades.
Then come, my love the stars above
Are bending low to thee
To the south sea isles where nature
smiles,
Oh, come and fly with me.
Cleveland Plaindealer.

BOY SCOUT SHOES.

benators

h.

;

With love's bright chain I'll bind each

RftVc they are here.

JIartn

iam Lorimer and Shelby M. Cullom
were tried, roasted to a brown color, necessary. For example- :s. Atlantic Ave., Haddonfleu, n. j.
then turned over in a frying pan of in- - 231Gentlemen:
"In the Fall of
I
vective till done to crisp and Wither-- , contracted a very (severe cold l05
which
on my lunss. At last I besran to
ed scums at a mass meeting in this settled
raise sputum and my physician then told
me I must go to California immediate!
time I was advised to take
Resolutions calling upon the two III At thisAlterative.
I
at home and
inois senators at once to resign were rommenced takinc itstayed
tho !at wbbu
the
the
and
erek
unanimous
vote,
adopted by a
Vote Of "ayes" sounded like a cry Of a regular occupation, having gained 25
?n
mass oppressed with disgust as well as
cure'has
the tyrannical rule Oi legal technicali-- , ejected and I cannot praise Eckman's
ties which had been discussed as the
W. M. TATEM.
(Signed)
main and only loophole through which
Eckman's Alterative cures
the junior senator had escaped to keep Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat Bronchitis.
and
Ask for booklet of cured Lung
cases
his seat In the United States senate. Affections.
and write to the Eckman Laboratory,
The Rev. Milton B. Williams, pastor Hiiladelphia, Pa., for additional evidence.
of the First Methodist church of El- For Sale by all leading druggists and
Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe.
gin, threw a bomb into the mass meet- by
ing when he charged that he knew
from a reliable source that $625,000 resolution also stipulates that after
no member of a
had been expended for the retention of September 1, 1911,
to the
he
admitted
shall
fraternity
Senator Lorimer in the senate; that
memthe Standard Oil and other big inter- High school. Present fraternity reests had expended the money, and that bers are given until March 13 to
Every pupil taking part in any
one United States senator, leader in sign.
the fight for Lorimer, had received of High school entertainments, athletic
school office
his sum $100,000. It was hinted that contests or holding any
or
she
he
is not a
must
that
certify
j
a
Democrat.
this leader was
"Before I came to this meeting," ' member of a secret society and hasc
said the Rev. Dr. Williams, "I was not been pledged to any society.
called up on the telephone by a gilt-- j
edged Elgin business man a man who CARL A. BISHOP IS
THE EXALTED RULER.
has important connections with financiers of the first magnitude. He was
unable to come here, but he asked me Elks Elected, Officers Last Night For
to make a statement for him. He said
1911; A. J. Fischer Delegate to
the Grand Lodge.
that he knew it for a fact that $025,-00had been spent at the recent session of congress to secure the acquitThe Santa Fe Lodge 4G0 B. P. O. E.
tal of Senator Lorimer, and that this elected officers for 1911 last night at
money had been put up by the Stand- an enthusiastic meeting held in the
ard Oil and other big financial inter Elks' rooms. They are as follows:
ests."
Exalted ruler, Carl A. Bishop; es-

Incorporated 1903

i

The Aviator's Love Song.
Oh, fly with me o'er the dimpled sea,
Oh. fly o'er the mountain height;
My Airship true but waits for you
And longs to wing its flight.
I've trained its course to the south
wind's source.
We'll dip in the summer sea;
To the spicy isles where nature
smiles,
Oh, come and fly with me.

No. 40.

111.,

Established 1856.

Tt is a sprIous matter when the lunffs
A trip away or to a gana.
Rre aleeted,
torium is not only tremendously expen- sive- - but ic involve
separation Hum
home- and frienils. Some are benefited,
but none can safely return. Eckman s
Alterative is effective no leaving home

j

Traded with us whether cr net they like the way
we do business.

Llieelive Home Remedy
lor Tuberculosis

Bold Charae Made That $625,000 Was
inent"tn Keep Lorimer Seated
at Washington.

klgin,

St. M

WE HANDLE LUMBER
Succesor to
In large quantities and nave svery
WILLIAMS & RISING
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
of every description. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
enabled to make the very best prices aundry on Mondays and Tubsdays
for Lumber of such high grade. and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed;
We will be pleased to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
'
contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without

yor

Charles W. Dudrow

extra charge.

PHONE RED 122.

ExperienceThat
Is What Counts.

rHONR RED

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

Phone 9

When in ffee

tf ktjttki

Drivc'i,

CHAS. CLOSSON DweAveu

in,

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of

drugs.

ZOOKPHARMACY.

I'flE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
DON'T WAIT.

pop-valv-

Take Advantage of a Santa Fe
zen's Experience Before it'

TARIFF FIGHT

CIU- '

j

Too Late.
When tie back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes

chronic:
Till serious

T BEGUN
j

de--

kidney troubles
velore;
Till urinary troubles destroy night's

Closing Hours of Congress
Last Week Made This

rest

Fact Certain

Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's experience.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe, WORKED
DAY
N. M., says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. If I were not confident M:.,: '
Voted
nt
IT All AAVll
V &WM'r
of this fact, I could never have been
Without Reading of the
induced to give this remedy my enMeasures.
dorsement. There was a dull ache in
the small of my back that bothered
me and at times I was obliged to lay
9.
D. C, March
off from work for two or three days, j Ifl Vasnlngton
th'e SUIldry
civil
,
bill,
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me en- $140,000,000,
tm,,n!r nnnroximately
tire relief, and the few slight attacks
of representatives maQe
Houge
fte
of backache I have had since then
Never before in the
ft nfiw rCOr(i.
have quickly yielded to this remedy." j memor
of tie Capitol attaches has
Mr. Romero gave the above testi"
civil bill, the biggest of all
vnonlal in January, 1907, and when j the sundry
p,v bn, s been put through the
th
tatemewed on June 26, 1909, he said:
tw0 day8 under the genral
I can speak as h.gTily of Doan's Kid- wd and without a ..gag of any
ney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
resorted t0
Je)
Con8tituting
them two and a half years ago. This
tQ
&nother new
when
remedy always gwes benent
the House pa8Sd $G700o,ooO
ln
"For sale by all dealers. Price 60. f
SUnf7 CiV" W"
Of this
"animous
cents.
Buffalo,
Co,
ag"
New York, 8ole agents fcv the United aunt. the Pub '
$21,000,000, were
gregating more
States
adopted without being read by the
Remember the
clerk. The general Panama canal ap- take no other
propriations, amounting to nearly
$46,000,0000 were passed without dis-11ME TAB""- - ALL
cussion or question of any sort. The
'
LOCAL TRAINS item for th fortification of the canal
was considered as an entirely separ-The following are the time tables ate provision,
of the local railroads:
Now a Banker.
Leave
Charles D. Norton, who has been
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west- private secretary to President Taft
bound. No. 10 eastbound
and has resigned, Is to become a pro
Returning arrive tt Santa Fe 12:10 tege of J. Pierpont Morgan, and will
P. m.
become vice president of the First
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westNational bank of New York, one of the
bound.
principal Institutions in the Morgan
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 group.

ID

nllr.

j

,

1;,

Foster-Milbur-

n

a1

'

bu""gn"'

j

j

,

p. m.

'

Congressm 'n Must Pay.

7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
Senators or representatives who
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound. have extra copies of their speeches
arriv
at
Santa Fe 11:10
Returning
printed at the government printing
p. m.
office and neglect to pay the bills, hereD. & R. G. Ry.
after will find the indebtedness deLeaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
ducted from their monthly salary
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
checks according to a provision added
New Mexico Central
to the sundry civil bill by the House.
7:30 a. m., connects with No.
One member of the House is said to
34 east and 33 south and west.
owe a bill of $437 at the printing ofArrive 8 p. m., with connections
to
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west fice, and the provision is believed
hav ben aimed at him as we as t0
cover any dereliction of this sort in
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the future.
(06904)
Tariff Fight Just Begun .
Department of the Interior,
A whole week of terrific suspense
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
accompanied the last week of the ses- Pphmnrv R 1 Q1 1
congress. That
Notice is hereby given that Pascual S10ns of the Bixty-firs- t
Vianueva, of Galisteo N. M who on great deliberative body, officially
4, 1905, mada homestead entry igDated as the United states senate,
No.
,oitered along seemingly unconcerned
for NW
NE
S
SE
NE
NW
Section because of the crying demands of the
15, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. government and the country for the
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- , passages of necessary
legislation,
tion to make final five year proof, to holding its regular sessions from noon
establish claim to the land above de--; until five or six o'clock each day. ap- scribed, before Register or Receiver, parently unmindful of the fact that
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., the nervous impatience of the Capi-othe 22nd day of March, 1911.
tal and of the nation, wanted
names as witnesses:
thing done, besides speech-makinBentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, The friends of Senator Lorimer were
tjruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M., pressing for a vote upon his case,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.
while the supporters of the tariff
MANUEL R. OTERO,
board insisted that the Illinois statesRegister. man could not have his "vindication"
until a vote was agreed to for their
A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia.
legislation. Then the senate began
Is too often the fatal equence. Fol- to do business to be sure some of
ey's Honey and Tar expels the cough, this "business"' might well have been
checks the la grippe, and prevents dispensed with, for it amounted to
It is a prompt and re- - nothing more than filibustering. But
pneumonia.
liable cough medicine that contains, at last during the closing week, the
no narcotics.
It Is as safe for your "deliberative" senate got down to
children as yourself.
Capital Phar-- work, and during the last three days
macy.
the head of steam under which it
9

e

'

des-Au-

8439-0690-

2

4

1--

e
moved was kept so high that the
shot often with the exhaust. Just
when some of these senators slept
will perhaps never be found out The
grey of dawn faded into day, and the
pink clouds over the Potomac softened with the shadows of the even
ing's sun; the church clocks tolled
the hours of midnight, and barnyard
fowls in Washington's southwestern
section awakened the morning, but
through it all there wa3 no call for
senators, for as the days came through
and went, they were at their post.
There was the mighty Bailey, of
Texas, demanding a vote for Lorimer;
Cummins, across tne way hilding the
matter of the Illinois senator in abey-ance until he could get some sort of
a pledge regarding the tariff board;
Stone disputing with the vice president; Owen threatening to hold up the
appropriation bills, and groups seeking delay, while other Interests were
trying to rush legislation in order to
reach the Canadian reciprocity bill.
By Friday morning all realized that II
the wheels of government continued
to move that the appropriation bills
must be given the right of way, and
during the day the people's money was
voted by the hundreds of millions of
dollars, for all purposes. So small a
thing as the admission of a state to
the Union hardly attracted attention,
and New Mexico with It3 constitution
stood at the outer door "with hat in
hand" 'waiting for a few moments of
the senate's time to ratify the vote of
its people and the endorsement
which the president and the lower
House had given. The tariff boara
bill went on the docket for half past
eight on the final day of the session
an hour whiiSh ordinarily finds senators in their bedrooms or supping their
morning gruel. Through it all those
interested In the affairs of congress
failed to say "Good Morning" or "How
do you do?" but instead there passed
the greeting: "What do you hear
about an extra session?" Over five
hundred employes of the House of
Representatives were in constant suspense, for should there be no extra
session they would hold over until
December, but in case of the
of congress their places were
to pass into the hands of the Democrats. Among the members of the
House thrre was a strong hope that
they wouM be allowed to return to
their hor cs to remain until next winter. Bu: the uncertainty checked the
memb-bers- .
r
plans of l.iost of the
The large number who had
been defeated in the recent elections
did not share the intense iutrest in
the matter, and they quickly packed
their "things" in anticipation of the

1--

4

n

some-Claima-

j

;

,

j
j

hold-ove-

cruel fate which the voters had served
them in the recent elections. Some
of the heretofore foremost men of the
House and Senate were among the
latter number ,but as their most foremost brothers shook their hands it
was not usually with great regret, as
all felt that in the game of politics
that the fate that had fallen t the defeated in 1910 would sooner or later
come to those who had been victorious. The closing session had marked
the defeat of the proposal of direct
election of United States Senators and
many other important questions.
Speaker Cannon steps down from the
rostrum, and Champ Calrk, the Democratic leader, steps up. The Republican majority is transformed into minority, and the tariff through the efforts that have been going on in behalf of Canadian reciprocity, and the
coming attempt at revision
by the
Democrats, will remain before the
country as the bone of political contention. With a Democratic House,
a mixed Senate and a Republican
President, there is no chance that this
mooted question will be solved, and
the member who stated that "we will
have seven years more of straight
fighting on the tariff" may have been
quite right.
.

MRS. MARY
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

Pr1

:swell, .New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution."
Army officers detailed by War Department.
Thorough Academic course, preparing
young men for college or business life.
Great am mot of open air work. Healthiest location of any Military School in
the Union.
Located in the beautiful
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
West-a- t
an elevation of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
rain or snow during session.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard eastern colleges
Ten buildings, thoroughly
furnished
heated, lighted and modurn in all respects.
x
REGENTS L A. CAHOON President,
W, (i. HAMILTON,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FIMAY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JAS:W. WILSON,
Superintendent

RIDE IN THE MOON

AUSTIN
LIKES THE INDIAN

Says He Marries Only for Love and
Treats His Wife Better Than
Does the Average Paleface.

That the Indian marries more often
for love than the white man; that the
civionly difference between
lized men and the
uncivil
ized is a difference in their explanations; that Indian women as a whole
are better treated than the white worn
en and that the wife of a college professor has a harder time than an Indian squaw; that no woman reaches
the pinnacle of her art until she has
married and borne a child; that to be
an Indian maid is infinitely better
than to be a wage slave in the inferno
commercialism these and other
things are the Ideas of Mrs. Mary
Hunter Austin.
For fifteen years Mrs. Austin lived
amongst the Indians of southern California the most prim ive folk on the
continent and by her stories won the
title of "The Novelist of the SouthFor the past, three years sUe
west."
has wandered over the world, spending most of her time in the gayest of
European cities. She has had a chance
to meet and study all sorts and conAnd. to her way of
ditions of men.
thinking, the Indian rates a higb as
civilized white man When
the
all entries are made for and against
them ln the ledger of life and tie balance struck.
"A man 1. a man," shi says,
"whether he is red or white ar,d he has
the same primal instincts. He wants
a wife, he wants a home, he wants
His world Is the human
children.
world; and the only difference is the
explanation he gives of it. yBut ro'
mance has less chance for life ln our
frantic civilization, wherewe chase
after social position and wealth, than
it has among the elemental folks."
of a play
. Mrs. Austin Is the pathor
in which al the characters are Indians,
She also is a
"The Arrow Maker
worker for woman' suffrage and for
the economic freedom of wome-nf
Human Life.
o

.
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Days of the Great Cattle
Boom in the West Thirty
Years Ago
JOB

MGGEDJPJY

DQRSEY

How Man Who Charged the Bull
Rid Himself of His
Squaw.
(From Denver Farm and Kield.)
The great cattle boom which broke
out all over the West in the halcyon
days of 18S0 must have been conceived by the cousin of the riovil, for it
was steeped in sin and promoted in
There was the ens' ot the
Tophet.
Triangle Dot or Palo Blanco Cattle
Company in Colfax county, New Mexico, which originated in the expansive
brain of Stephen W. Dorsey,
from Arkansas, bon vivant of the
old school and dismantled hero of the
famous Star Route scandal with fhe
government.
Dorsey had made a lot of tainted
money with his crooked mail routes
which started nowhere and ended in
smaller places, so he felt the thrill of
confidence which pushes men onward
into daring exploitations. He located
a hnmo rnnph at th
Chirn Rllrlnps
and soon claimed a range extending
all the way from Eagletail to Fort
Bascom, on the Red River, covering
in its entirety a scope of beautiful
country 3ixty by one hundred miles or
more of the best short grass out of
We know for we rode that
doors.
country for two years just prior to
the Dorsey occupation.
Then the wily Senator went East
to fish for the capital with which to
stock such a magnificient domain. In
Massachusetts he luckily fell upon J.
B Alley, a millionaire shoe manufacturer of Brocton and a splendid old
At
akinflint as we remember him.
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, Dorsey found
his old Star Route compadre the sen
ior, F. W. Bosler, and the trio was
They organized a cattle
complete.
company on prodigious
proportions
calf was born.
and the
In a year or so the Triangle Dot with
James C. Leary as foreman had the
best cow outfit in the country and
the herd census showed fully sixty
thousand on range count.
Dorsey then began the old trick of
funny branding in which five calves
were marked for himself while but one
for the company. The
was
Inevitable result showed itself to
every man who rode that way ana
Dorsey became the proud owner of a
big ranch proposition with a fenced
pasture sixty miles square. About

M.
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secured from the fur traders. A buck
would willingly swap a stack of buffalo hides as high as a box car for one
of these weapons which were then becoming obsolete among white folks.
These guns were then sawed off
so that the barrels were not more than
a foot long ana were used in buffalo
They were particularly
hunting.
dangerous at close range which was
the Mandan way for killing bison
One day when Okalata had been out
on the chase and returned without
any game his amazon squaw came out
to reprove him for it. Like the white
buck of the present Urn? he objected
to this inquisition on the part of his
wife and riding up close to her leaned
over and shot her dead.
As he was
chief he had the moral right to do
this and nothing was ever done about
if although it was a bungling
man
ner of getting rid of a spouse as we
would regard such things now-a- - days.
A Sharp Shooter
When John Hit-soranch
wa3 operating the
at. Deer Trail in the early seventies,
a kid of a tenderfoot from the East
was employed to do the chores.
Ed
Stough and the other hilarious gentry among the punchers filled this
youth up with elaborate tales and
thought they had him seated to death.
A few weeks later while the youth
was over at :he Hash-Knifon an
errand the boys rigged up as Indians
and hid in some straw. When they
sallied forth to scalp the kid he dropped off his horse, pulled a .45 and
soon had them going south fo:- they
could not stand the good shooting at
close range.

When You Think
Of the pain which many women experience with every
month it make! the gentleness and kindness always associated with womanhood seem to be almost a miracle.
While in general no woman rebels against what she regards as a natural necessity there is no woman who would
not gladly be free from this recurring period of pain.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription makes
weak women strong and sick women
well, and &ives them freedom from pain.
It establishes regularity, subdues inflammation, heals ulceration and cures e
male weakness.
Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter,
All correspondence strictly Drivate and sacredly
confidential.
Write without fear and without fee to World's Dispensary Medical Association, K. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
If you want a hook that tells all about woman's diseases, and how to cure
them at home, send 21 one-cestamps to Dr. Pierce to pay cost of mailing
only, and he will send you a free copy of his great thousand-pag- e
illustrated
Common Sense Medical Adviser revised,
edition, in paper covers.
cloth-binuinIn handsome
31 stamps.
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A

coroner's jury, empanelled for the
for
pose ot tixing tbe responsibility
the death of John A. Higgins,
who
was shot and killed in Insley's bicy-

cle shop, 208 Wst Gold avenue,
shortly before 8 o'clock Tuesday
night, worked on the case for two
hours yesterday afternoon and at o
o'clock adjourned until 9 o'clock this
The adjournment was takmorning.
en because of the indisposition
of
Mrs. Inslcy. wife of Thomas Insley,
and a sister of Higgins, the man who
was killed.
Ins'.cy. accused of killing Ilipgins by blowing his brains
out with a charge of No. 6 shot, was
held incommunicado in the county
he
jail yesterday, to which place
was taken Tuesday night immediately after the shooting.
The inability of Mrs. Insley to appear and testify before the coroner's
jury yesterday afternoon caused an
adjournment until this morning. Mrs.
Insley, it was said by her father, M.
A. Higgins,
was suffering from a
nervous breakdown, but would probably be in condition to testify today.
The coroner's jury uider the direction of Coroner George R. Craig,
this time the celebrated Robert G. viewed Higgin's remains in Strong
Brother's morgue; examined the InsIngersoll, pope of the infields, was
on Gold avenue, where the
roped into the game and in a year or ley shop
had his goat tragedy occurred, and then repaired
so the famous
to hear the
also.
It was a glorious roundelay of to police headquarters
offered by witnesses for
Bacchalian joy In those days but like testimony
the territory.
a soap bubble in the dark. It soon waftTestimony damaging in the extreme
at
ed into obscurity and verything
Chico Springs went to the smither- to Insley was Introduced before the
eens with Dorsey a wreck on the oc coroner's jury. The testimony, was,
however, to a certain extent hearsay,
ean of time.
all hinging on the statements made
The Man Who Charged the Bull.
by Mrs. Insley to witnesses immedidisof
this peculiarly
The bearer
ately following the shooting.
tinctive cognomen as translated was
M. A. Higgins, of Trinidad, Colo.,
Okolata, chief of the Mandan Sioux. father of the dead young man, was
Fifty years ago the tribe numbered present at the inquest. He had prefully 2,000 and their village at Fort viously accompanied
the coroner's
on
the jury to Strong's morgue, wishing to
Berthold was the place
Missouri
river.
of
the
upper reaches
see his son's body, having arrived in
One day out on the prairie, whils town only a few moments before the
Okalata was still a kid, a ferocious jury was convened. Higgins had takbuffalo bull pawed the ground and de- en the terrible occurrence bravely beHe rushed fore viewing his son's remains, but
fied the young Mandan.
d
upon the
brute, caught it by broke down entirely when he saw the
the horns and threw it over In such dead body, which was in the same con
a way that the animal's neck was ditinn as when discovered in Insley's
broken by the fall and for this daring shop.
"Oh my. oh my," said Mr Higgins,
piece of bravery he was given his
name.
as he looked at the body and noted
The Mandans are now comparative- the condition of the face and skull,
ly extinct and probably not more than which had been torn away by the
While Okalata was a charge of shot. "He shot him from
fifty remain.
little squatty fellow, a sort of Tucnm-- behind; he shot my boy from behind!"
Mrs.
Higgin's, the dead man's
cari, as the Indians would say, his
people were all tall and muscular. mother, accompanied her husband to
yesterday and viewed
Major Berthold, of the old dragoons, Albuquerque
last
remains
the
of
night, after they had
most
warlike
them
the
pronounced
all the tribes on the plains and they been properly prepared by the underwere certainly fighters, so much so, taker. Higgins was a member of Har
Albu-in fact, that when Phil Sheridan came mony Lodge, Odd Fellows, of
will
and
that
querque,
organization
out In 1857 to put down the uprising
probably have charge of the funeral,
then rampant all over the West he which
will be held hers.
picked out the Mandans as a mark
Seven witnesses were examined by
them
and waged bitter warfare upon
the coroner's jury yesterday and the
and practically wiped them out.
was corroborative in neartestimony
The old French trappers who fol- ly every detail. The first witness,
lowed Colonol Culbertson in the Amer- who proved to be an
unimportant one,
ican fur trade described the M;;Jdan was Valentine
of 219
W.
Herbert,
lithe-somwomen as the mos beautiful and
Gold avenue. Valentine said that he
of all the aborigines. They were was passing the Insley shop between
tall ind graceful and wore their hair 8 and 9 o'clock and saw Insley and
unbraided. One of their occupations Mrs. Insley engaging in Some kind of
was to manage the bull boats on the a fight.
river. These boats were made from
Deputy Sheriff Heyn then told about
Jtwo buffalo hides interlaced with wil- - giving Insley permission to put some
Jow sprouts and joined by pitch In money from the cash drawer into the
nuch a way that they became water- safe in the shop, and permitting him
proof. They were fa3hioned like a to telephone to some friend, after
which he took Insley and the baby to
big waahtub and would hold two
The squaw with ons paddle u JueiiB, wuere rars. insley wasj
would skull the little craft across the waiting.
Mrs. Captain Allen, of the Salva
stream with one passenger usually
hen lord and master going on a hunt tion Army, the next witness, testified,
bat sometimes when the current that at 7.45 Mrs. Insley rushed up to
was strong it would require hairy an her on the corner of Second street and
hour to paddle over.
Any 'tender- Central avenue and said:
"Oh, my God, my husband has killed
foot Crying to operate such 4 boat
would find himself going rounaV and my brother."
"But maybe he isn't dead," suggest
round vyithout making any progress.
ed Mrs. Allen.
These1 squaws wore only a (rail
'
skirt 'of woven willow
u "Oh, yes," replied Mrs. Insley, "his
was fasteined around the waSt anfi
hung only! to the knees whichaT
them a rat her picturesque apptaranci
la intorphi.'ii iLiiri s'lnnlrl bnnu
iT k
Okalata was married to the talles
about the wonderful
lAMARVELWhirlinaSDrav
and stoutest squaw in the tribe and
.u obi con's en- sometimes sine had the habit t beatlent, u cleans
ing him up when he did noi behave
and he could not protect hitaseif
Among the possessions of Vj Man- M A b ?V i, accept no
oiner, imtviid stamp for
dans were som e old fashloneeTQueen uiusmtoa
Tt rHW
run partlcu)rs aod direction!
Anne Flint-looguns which Wty 4a(j
to lames. M AKVKL t o.
4fcut (Sd ttvnas. J.KW ukU
three-legge-

d

d

star-rout- e

r

I

e

Coroner's
Jury at Albuquerque
Probing Murder of John A.
Higgins.

Inslcy will testify today that she and
Mrs. Allen took Mrs. Inslcy to
husband had a scuffle after he
ci her brother and that the second
O'Rielly's drug store, and tried to calm
her.
jFhcl! was discharged while they wera
"Mrs. Insley called for hor baby," lighting for possession of the gun.
said Mrs. Allen, "and was afraid that
her husband was going to kill the
baby. 'He's going to kill the baby,
EDITORIAL FLASHES.
and he's going to kill me at first
sight,' was what Mrs. Insley said to
me," continued Mrs. Allen.
"When an officer brought her husSunday Closing
band into O'Rielly's," said Mrs. A
Vegas is the first city in New
len- ,ns!ey bent over to ki8S the baby- Mexico where the Sunday closing of
which he had given to her. Then hi the
postoffice i3 being advocated.
But
stooped down to kiss Mrs. Insley, but then. Las Vegas
always leads. Las
she said: 'Don't touch me,' and later
Vegas Optic.
said: 'Oh, papa, oh papa, why did you
"
do it.'
Civic Pride.
Mrs. Captain Ames, also of the Salare under way by those resiPlans
vation Army, corroborated in the
dents who take pride in having pretmain what Mrs. Allen had testified
for the
to. Mrs. Ames said that Mrs. Insley ty lawns to prepare them
Civic beauty is one
declared: "The baby is surely dead. coming summer.
I never expect to see her alive. Insley of the greatest assets any town can
It costs but a kittle extra lahave.
would shoot her."
bor which furnishes excellent exerMrs. Ames also testified that when
cise for the head of the house and
entered the O'Rielly store, Mrs. the kids.
Las Vegas Optic
insley cried: "That's him. that's
him," pointing to her husband.
Policeman
Pablo Lujan testified
POLITICS
that he found a shot gun in the shot
gun rack in the Insley store yesterArizona Lame Ducks.
day morning at 6:30. The shot gun
and a soft felt hat, worn by Higgins
That delegation of Arizona office-were introduced as evidence
before eoekera who journeyed to Washington
the jury. The shot gun contained two ro hurry the time when they might
Xo. 12 gauge shells, being a double line up at the pie counter, are
gun. The shells were with- - turning home, sadder and wiser men.
drawn and both bad been exploded. When they get back to the territory.
The hat was torn, the crown almost however, they can resume their old
entirely from the rim.
list. El
positions on the waiting
Green Watson, of the city police Paso Times.
force, testified that shortly before S
o'clock last night Mrs. Insley, while
ANOTHER WHITE SLAVER
looking for an officer told him that
BEHIND THE BARS
"Tom has just killed my brother."
.
Counsel for Insley did not interro-'Pueblo, March 9. Frank Hamilton
gate any of the witnesses for the ter- an
alleged macquercau, was arrested
ritory,
contenting himself
merely on complaint of Daisy Fields, who
with asking each witness whether
claims he has forced her to a life of
Mrs. Insley was not in a high state of
shame and taken her earnings. Hamexcitement at the time they had seen
and talked to her. In every Instance ilton, charged with violation of the
when this question was put to wit- Campbell white slave law, pleaded
not guilty. His hearing was set for
nesses the answer was in the affirma-- :
.
March 10.
tive.
It is of course impossible to say
A STRANGE STORY.
what Mrs. Insley will testify to be--j
Mich. Mrs. Wm. H. CarArgyle,
fore the coroner's jury today. It is
a letter from Argyle, says:
said, however, that she has intimated son, in
tnat she will tell that she and her "I was almost wild from pain in my
husband had a quarrel over going to neaa- - ana otner severe pains, due to
Cardui gave me
a picture show; that she appealed to womanly troubles.
Further use
her brother for protection and that Sreat relief at once.
lusley shot Higgins when the latter o Cardui raised me from my bed of
Cardui saved my life, and
agony.
refused to leave the Insley shop.
can,t be thankful enough for what
Insley evidently emptied one bar-j- 1
did for me"
Whether seriously
rel of the shotgun in firing at Hig-:i- t
or simply ailing, take Cardui,
the
other empty shell being
gins,
As a general
plained by a hole torn in the east.the woman's tonic.
side wall of the shop, about, five feet tonic for women, to Improve the
the gun rack. A number of Xo. petite and build up the constitution,
6 shot were picked up in the bowling Cardui is in a class by Itself.
Those
alley, adjoining the Insley place, by j who have used it say it does the
members of the coroner's jury yester-- ; work; it relieves, it cures.
Try it
It is siiid that Mrs Your druggist has It.
day afternoon.
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THE SANTA

cost of physical reproduction, what
will its value be? It will be nothing,
because the property can earn nothing.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
The property of a railroad is not ecoPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
nomically different from any other
Editor and President.
and Superintendent. kind of property. The present value
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureof anything depends on the highest
practical use to which it can be put.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofnce.
There are lots in the residence disRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION!
$3.50 tricts of Chicago which, with the
Drily, six months, by mail
buildings on them, formerly had a
25
Dally, per week, by carrier.
1.00
Weekly, six months
value because they were situated
high
.75
month,
by
per
carrier...
Daily,
2.00 where people of large means desired
65 Weekly, rer year
Daily, per month, by mail
50 to live. These districts have ceased
7.00 j Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
to be fashionable residence districts
and the houses on them are now used
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
for boarding houses. The houses and
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to lots together are now worth much
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation less than it would cost to reproduce
them, simply' because under present
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
conditions the ' earning capacity of
property in these particular districts
has declined. A banker loaning money
on such property now would not be
guided by what it cost nor by what
HOPE AT THE PECIAL SESSION. Senators who telegraphed to the Gov it would cost to reproduce it, but
As the situation is studied closely, ernor or Texas urging mm not to wholly by its value based on the
there is good reason to believe as Del-- ; accept Senator Bailey's resignation rents which the property will yield
in other words, on its earning capacity.
egate W. H. Andrews does, that there were:
There are publishing concerns which
O.
of
Mexico
the
at
New
Bacon,
Georgia.
is hop for
Special
Augustus
could be sold for millions of dollars,
Session of Congress and that with-- 1
Murphey J. Foster, of Louisiana.
Lee S. Overman, of North Carolina. but which have no physical plants
out considering the present status
whatever. They get their printing,
of Arizona. The constitution of thej James P. Taliaferro, of Florida.
binding, etc., done at outside printing
Thomas J. Paynter, of Kentucky.
latter goes to the President first and
plants and their whole physical equip-meif he disapproves there is nothing for'j John P. Bankhead of Alabama.
consists of office furniture.- - In
most
of
and
the
to
act
upon
Mississippi.
LeRoy
Percy,
Congress
an- - j
then, does their value consist?
what,
to
draft
be
Alabama.
would
of
course
F.
Johnson,
Joseph
logical
Obviously, it consists only in their
Robert L. Taylor, of Tennessee.
other enabling act for that Territory,
earning capacity, and if through bad
Duncan U. Fletcher, of Florida.
If Congress is really anxious that Ari- "These Senators, with Bailey as management their earning capacity
zona should come in as a 3tate. But
that would not interfere with New their leader, were the front phalanx were destroyed they would be rendOn the
Mexico's chance to become a state of the Democratic party in the late ered absolutely valueless.
Says the Senate.
without further delay.
They were the "South" in other hand, if their physical equipment
Arizona Republican supplementing its the Senate. They will be the leaders were destroyed there would be no
substantial reduction at all in their
editorial published in the New Mexi- - of their party in the new Senate.
"Senator Bacon, on behalf of these value. A merchant ma,x'aye a'-- retail
can two days ago:
"The Arizona readers of the Repub- Senators took pains to maks it clear business that can be s61d for $100,
lican being the educated, well inform- that the position laKen by them in the 000. His entire investment in the
ed people of the territory, we did not filibuster, which was nominally in fa- building lie occupies and in bis stock
consider it necessary yesterday, in the vor of the Arizona constitution was of. goods may not exeeed $50,000. Why
statement of the present status of not expressive of their real senti- can he sell his uusiness fo.' $100,00
statehood to dwell on the elementary ments that, on the contrary, they Because its earning capacity gives it
fact that Congress cannot enact legis- "utterly disapprove" the initiative and a value of $50,000 in addition to the
value of $50,000 given to it by the
lation without the approval of the referendum and recall.
President except by passing a meas"In view of the revelations thus purely physical properties. The same
ure over his veto, and that to over- made in connection with Senator Bail- reasoning applies to railways."
s
ride his veto requires a
ey's offered resignation, it is well for
BEASTS.
the people of Arizona to beware of
majority in each house.
A significant item in the El Paso
"In stating that the new Congress the sanguine predictions that have
can do as itChooses with reference to been made by that little group of in- Herald is that the police of El Paso,
statehood, regardless of the terms of surgent Republicans in the Senate.
during February, the shortest month
the existing enabling act, and that we
"When we get statehood it will be of the year, collected $G50 in fines
might expect action at the extra ses- on conditions approved by President from drunks, etc., and $900 in "Regusion, the necessary cooperation of the Taft, by the Democratic Senators from lar" fine3. The word "regular," stands
president was assumed as prerequi- the South, and the regular Republi- for license to commit crime. It is the
site.
tribute that is paid the authorities of
cans in the Senate."
"We understand, however, that one
the Pass City each month by vice. In
or two of the local lawyers, who must CURRENT RAILWAY PROBLEMS. other words, more than $10,000 is anbear their share of the responsibility
The Railway Age has issued a little nually levied upon the underworld by
for the present disagreeable position
of much interest to the stu- the authorities, so that the police close
of Arizona, are saying that Congress pamphlet
economic and po- their eyes and that the conscience of
of
dent
can admit a territory independently litical sociological,
It
or rather the Telation the community be put to sleep.
problems,
of presidential action.
bear to and with each means that more than $100,000 is
that
the
three
"It seems worth while, therefore, to other. The keynote to the booklet is annually collected by the Red
emphasize the fact that If Arizona a quotation from a lecture of Commis- Light district in a city of 40,000 people
gets Into the Union while Mr. Taft is sioner Prouty of the Interstate Com- and gives a faint glimpse of the enorPresident it must be under conditions merce Commission,
in which he says: mous tax in the United States that
that he approves.
is levied on account of beastly pas"We can
by legislation the
"It may be safely taken for granted, sort of cars provide
which a railroad shall use sions.' If it were money spent for
we think, that a majority in each
and the rates which It shall impose; mere "fun," perhaps, it would be an
House of the new Congress may be we cannot
force one indication only of thriftlessness,
by legislation
inclined to admit Arizona without any
into but it drains the manhood of the naof
dollar
single
private
capital
stipulation a3 to approval of the con- railroad investment against its will. tion much more effectually than Rome
stitution at Washington.
"This phase of the matter is too was drained by licentiousness in its
"But it is utterly absurd to figure little considered.
If this government day; it taints the blood bf innocent
.
on a sufficient majority in either
to continue its present system; children and makes homes a living
hopes
House to pass a statehood bill or reso- if we are to look in the future as in hell when each home can be and
lution over the President's veto.
the past to private capital for the should be an earthly paradise. And
"If Mr. Taft disapproves the present
providing of our railroad transporta- yet, the people call themselves civiconstitution, it will be, of course, a tion, it is fundamentally
necessary lized, even Christian, and continue to
rejection, after mature deliberation a that confidence in the Jair treatment levy toll upon fallen women! What
deliberation in which the future policy of that
right has any one to speak of the
capital shall be established."
of his administration as to statehood
are four chapters and the ar- "tainted" money of Standard Oil, or of
There
has become fixed.
guments are presented from the rail- "boodle" senators, or cdrrupt alder"Having decided on the lines under road standpoint on the questions: men, when entire communities perwhich he would approve the admission "Valuation of
continue
Railways," "Shall Rail- mit 30 vile a practice to
-- of this
territory, the President will way Profits Be Limited," "Railway without .a protest?
stick to that policy.
Rates and Railway Efficiency," and
"Accordingly, if at the extra session "The New
and Short Haul Law." PLANT A TREE ANO A ROSE BUSH
it is found that the President disap- It must be Long
City Clerk Charles Tamme of Las
admitted
that strong arguproves the constitution, the only sen- ments are set up that make even more Vegas, has ordered a carload of
course
real
the
for
sible, practical
certain in the minds of thinkers that shade and ornamental trees, which
friend3 of statehood to pursue will be President
Ripley of the Santa Fe is the city will sell at cost to those who
a course of concilation the adoption
when
he predicts that the logical will plant them. It will help to make
right
of a program adjusted to the condiof
the present intolerable sit- Las Vegas a city beautiful. Nothing
sequel
tions as we find them in Washing- uation
is government ownership and adds to the attractiveness of residence
ton."
what that would mean In the United property and enhances its market
The Republican says further:
Providence knows, and value as much as well kept shade and
"If Senator Bailey is correct in his States only will
fruit trees. A house with a rose garnot tell.
Providence
den and shade trees will hare three
forecast of the future attitude of his
on
of
For
the
instance,
question
Democratic colleagues, at least ten of
prospective buyers to every buyer for
them will stand with him in opposi- physical valuation as a basis- for. rate a house not thus situated. If a comtion to any congressional endorse- making, it presents among other equal- munity has shady avenues, well kept
ment of the Arizona constitution. In ly cogent arguments, the following:
gardens, it will attract many a resi"A valuation based solely on cost dent who would be
his telegram to Senator Colquitt of
repelled by bare
of physical' reproduction
probably streets and unkempt gardens.
The
Texas, withdrawing his resignation as would
in such a road ,as the citizen of Santa Fe who wants to do
Senator, Mr. Bailey gave the following Denver result
& Rio Grande, with its diff- something for himself and hiR town
explanation:
v construction
and will set out trees and rose bushes this
' "You know how unalterably I am icult mountainous
small earnings, being spring, and will water and keep theia
comparatively
to
heresies
these
populistlc
opposed
appraised per mile as high as, or high The city authorities have decided to
known as the initiative, referendum er
than, a road such as the Union Pa give away a' limited number of shade
and recall, and I would not be willing cific,
with Its relatively easy construc- trees to those who apply in time and
to remain in the Senate or in any tion and
large gross net earnings. .; An promise to set them out as prescribmaif
a
of
service
branch
the public
that gave due weight to the ed. It is a decision that should be
appraisal
jority of the party friends associated Union Pacific's greater density of traf- commended and should encourage evwith me were willing to give their fic and lower operating expenses ery property owner to make his home
approval to them.
would result in a muclf higher valua attractive by planting' trees and set' "I construed the vote of the Dem- tion being placed on it. Even then, ting out a flower garden.
ocratic Senators in the Senate thi3 perhaps, it would be found that the
morning, on the resolution approving Union Pacific's earnings were larger
Delegate W, H. Andrews is very opthe constitution of Arizona, as giving in proportion to 1st valuation than the timistic as to the territory becoming
their support to those vagaries and
authority considered a state during the special session of
under that impression I promptly ten- fair. But if its rates were, consequent congress. The New Mexican Is not
The most con- ly, reduced to what is deemed fair all but the El Paso Times takes the same
dered my resignation.
spicuous Democrats who voted that the competitive rates of the Denver & view as New Mexico's delegate, for it
way have given me their assurance Rio Grande would also have to be re says: "While New Mexico is sulking in
that they did not intend their votes to duced, with the result that its earnings her tent over the defeat of statehood,
and have made would be made less than anybody there is doubtless some consolation
be so construed,
through Senator Bacon a statement in would consider fair. Conditions such as afforded by a realization of the fact
the open Senate expressly, declaring these would be met all over the coun- that the New Mexico prospect for
try. Would the regulating authority statehood is infinitely better that that
that they utterly disapprove them.
"Under these circumstances, and at then fix rates so that weak lines could of Arizona. It is a case where misery
their earnest request as well as at earn a fair return 6 per cent, say
should find some compensation in its
your own request, supplemented by and the strong lines more? Or would company. That proposed
Arizona
many messages from my friends in it fix rates so that the strong roads state constitution has just experienced
Texas, and some from other states, I could earn only 6 per cent, and the a form of advertising which will forhave concluded to withdraw my resig- weak lines little or nothing?
ever preclude its adoption. The closnation. I am willing to work to the
"A Toad may have been built at a ing hours of the senate revealed the
limit of my strength as long as I can cost of $30,000 per mile into a district fact that there is no hope for its fuserve the public and at the same time affording a large lumber traffic.
In ture adoption."
obey what I understand to be the course of time, if the cutting of timcommandment of Democratic princi- ber progresses rapidly, the amount of
It is to be regretted that every
ples, but no office could tempt me for available traffic from this source will movement for the improvement of the
one moment" to compromise with a begin to decline, and the more traffic city of Santa Fe, such as the widenpolicy which I am certain would, in there is for the road each year the less ing and straightening of its streets,
the end, destroy the government es- there will be for it in later years un- should meet with determined oppositablished by pur fathers.
less some other sourse of traffic is de- tion, and generally by the very per
have been deploring tbt
"The ten Democratic Senators who veloped. If It turns out that the coun sons who
'
advised Senator Bailey that he had try is not adapted to the development Santa Fe is not more progrestfve.
misconstrued their actions in the fil- of any industry, the time will come Every one advocates improvement,
ibuster to mean that they approved when the road will be left without any but always at the other fellow's sacthe Arizona constitution the same traffic at alL Then, regardless of its rifice and expense. ,
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The New Mexican this morning was
honored with a copy of the report of
the climatological
the
service of
Weather Bureau of the Rio Grande
Valley for November 1910. It makes
an interesting document for the archaeological archives, and may have its
scientific value, but it lost its news
When
feature some months ago.
these monthly reviews were compiled
at Santa Fe, they were issued within a
month of the period treated and covered not only the Rio Grande Valley but
all of New Mexico, thus offering opportunity for comparison in an entire
commonwealth.
There are evidently
some things that th" weather bureau
did better years ago than it does them
now.
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sheet.
Butchers' Bond,
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censes,
sheet

J. PALEN,

L. A.

J. B.

PrcsMeirt,

huqhes,

read,

Cashier,

F. McKANE, Assisfaat

VkefesMeBf,

Cashier.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

2

LJ.

2

OF SANTA FE.

New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Not. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a vc
um; 3 to 12 inclusive. $3.30 each;
Mone-Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c
Retail Liquor License, 50 ir Book.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

$3.00.

(feneral License, 60 in Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification oi Change in Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
On account of the announcement
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
that the Democratic House would tin- 100 In Book. 75c
ker with the tariff during the special
Warrant
County Superintendent's
session, there is much uncertainty on 60 In Book. 35c.
the wool market and New Mexico
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 in Book, 26c
sheep growers will have to lose on
Poll Books for City Election, 8
this year's wool clip in anticipation. pages. 60c.
What the loss will be in case of the
oi
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
realization of the Democratic plan for 369a, full sheet
free wool, is easy to predict, for New
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
Mexico went through a period of ten
fuli sheet
Applicant,
cent wool during the Grover CleveDeposition of Witness.
land administration.
'
sheet
Final Proof.
sheet.
"The Motion I icture Story Maga
Contest Notice,
sheet
zine" Is the iatest, and will no doubt,
ft I
.et. '
Yearly Proof.
still further popularize the moving
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2
picture art, which has been created
sheet
only within 'the past few years and
Affidavit of Contest Against Non.
to wonderful pro- Resident
hag not
sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
portions but has had phenomenal artistic development.
The magazine Is aroof.
2
sheet
clever in word and picture and the
AddltionalEntry,
sheet
320 Homestead Entry,
1 1
frequenter of moving picture exhibi'
... , ;
.....
,
tions will recognize many familiar sheet. ....
faces and will read many a
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of
full sheet
story in its columns.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
Township Plats,
sheet .
;
Township Plats, full sheet
brags that the Eslancia Valley will
Poll Book, for Town Election,!
eventually be the backbone of Albur
querque prosperity. Santa Fe had the pages, 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
first chance to annex that bone hut
Santa Fe did not know its opportunity. rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English. 20c,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt 50 la
Every place has its boosters and to
the booster nothing quite comes up Book, 26c.
to the place In which he lives. Says
Stamps, Etc.
inches j
the last number of the Philippine Dirtc-tor- , One line stamp, not over 2
just reoelved : "There is mo place long, 15c; each addlional line, 10c
extra.
j
like a home in the Philippines."
Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1 00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,;
PROFESSIONAL CMOS
86c
Facsimile signature stamps, withj
wood cut, $1.60.
i
ATTORiNJiYS AT LAW
'
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Chaa. F. Eaeiey,
Chas. R. Easley.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Santa Fe.
Estancla.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
--

2

2

j

2

Capital Stock
$150,000
and
Undivided
Profit
60.000
Surplus
Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liber treatment in all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. x The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.

j

only-grow-

i

2

2

THE

HOTEL

well-know- n

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

2

4

.

One of the BeM
.ROOMS. I S

Hotds

the West

in

StJlTK WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex eel od

Large Sample

:

Room for Commercial Travelers

1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

1-- 2

i

j

2

i

2

EASLEY

&

EASLEY,

sheet

AUorrveywt-La-

1--

4

'

Attorney-at-La-

Idlninc and Land Law.
New Mexico.

Taos,

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighten and veutilattd,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
PINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
sheet
Replevin Affidavit
Peace Proceedings, Comalaiht

WILLIAM McKEAN

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

Attachment Writ,

C0R0N ADO HOTEL

Commitment 4 sheet
Attachment Affidavit Vi 'snBt s
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee
4
sheet.
,.
Execution, 4 sheet
sheet
Summons,
Certificate of Brand.- sheet
sheet.
Shep Contract
Justice of the Peace Blank
Appeal Bond. 2 sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Bond.
sheet

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-at-La-

w.
Attorney and Conel!or-at-LaPractice m all the District Couru
nd gives Bieclal attention to case
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlia Bid Santa Fe, N. M

prjcahd

Attorney-at-La-

Practice 'n ihe District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe
New Mexic
WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on
R. W.

8uieyo General's

tfe,
HARRY

-

Ak-

Offic-San-

ta

-

.

New Mexico
D. MOULTON,

Attorney-at-La-

SJiia
Formerly

Fe, N. to.

Special Agent. G. L. O.

Lana CIaim and Contests a Specialty

fSSiW-

4

1--2

Bill of Sale,
authority to
Handle Animals
corded Brand,
Authority to
Handle Animals
Recorded Brand,

2

Non-Miner-

J

Drive

Gather,
2

1--2

and

Amended

Proprietor, Mr.. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

Telephone Red 35 and have

SOFT DRINKS

yottr orders delivered.

Tte following are suggested to the thirsty as something
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ," COCO COLA,

cwA and

kwttinf

WON BREW

x fr

::

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All drinks made from

SANTA

FE BOTTLING

WORKS

HENRY

filtered water

KRKX

Proprietor.

Location

Certificate,
sheet
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet
Proof of Labor, 4 sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
'
sheet'
perty,
Letters of Guardianship, 2 sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
2

4

2

Letters

IMPERIAL LAHNDBY

(Letters Testamentary,
Declaration in Assumpsit,
.Satisfaction of Mortgage,
Assignment of Mortgage,
'Lease.
sheet
2

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Two

1--2

sheet

Phone No

23

Red

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

1-- 2

U36L

Placer Mining Location,
Mining Deed. 2 sheet

F. Andrews Store
25c

short orders at all hours
board by the week $5 00;
French Noodle order
Yoi-s- .
Cajp Suay

1-- 2

iTitle Bond of Mining Property,

Uoor below

REGULAR MEALS

.

2

sheet.

T

Night

La Salle Restaurant

For Best Laundry Work

basket leaves Monday iTpesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENC Y at O K. Barber Shop
sheet
sheet Mrs. F O. BROWN .ApentV;
2

Open Day and

-

of Administration,
2
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oatk, 2
Leet

try

,New

20c.
S9s

dish.
.'ina

sheet

4

1--

Mining Lease.

Office:
Day Phon

iCoal

2

sheet

Statement
leet
Lease of Personal Property,

or

.

SsntaFei

Declaratory

l6i$ "mber DUtrint

Icatlonx

l--

Wells Fargo

J

No. 8, Albuquer- M .... i
i w.j- -

ion

... Offlc
In CAmP
daiiW Fe.

i

TO
onn set

I

i0K-- ' N' M' M- land
h.Veeo National 'orveyed
(orest, New
f?S??i.K 3L'.'n,ted to
B' M.
m'm
WJ S!5 ?
on pine. Douglas fir, white
M L"1i lr Pln' sawtlinlwr, more or
tnn
Ptr M. ft. B.
tml1!1 ,be less
ldered and a deposit of
'Pu;tA15e ,et to the First National
Tlm-iSd.l0i.ihe. Yl8tr,ct
Uu"
f ,akn I" exempted from
!SS . i
S,r furteWnformatlon
JIe(,t Supervisor. Pecot
New Mexico.
BAHT5TFnT8AJ.,0''
Acting Ulstiiot Fores- -

TO

l:

'.

Xutomobl

,

ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
JmrA Mamait
iHYC

ithS-- A'

V

k Co. Express

General Express Forwarders

i

Timh..

6. 1910. Pecos,"
and
UressedjJJecember
and molding the 7th
of April 1911
rflL1,.,I'i',dta.'?1' dfB"iytliuher standing
.Jh.e Foret olllcer, on an area
"' hit- - 'l,ltely designated
by the Forest

r

y

2

eet

M
Mo..i 1
i,
krked Vutslde. "Hlil.

AT

'

llflflrV

iliUllVJ
;

lacwiYefliejice
by Purchasing
Weils Farf) Domestic Money
Mts, Travelers' Money Orders,
; foreign money

woers

:

8:

aiv.o!;,' ;;'.'
i

,

'C'-'-

V,-

v iTti

Roswell
i

ATTRACTIVE DINING
ROOM-Go- od
Service,

and

Not Bearing Owner'
sheet

2

Di

mobU

BLACK

sheet

Trust full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Compiled Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.50.
J'
Postage 46c
Notary Record. 54.25 each.
'
Notary Seals:
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75. deliverer
ttesk, $3.25, delivered nearest express office.

Woi

at

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

Gather, Drive and
Bearing Owner's Re--

Deed of

Additional

Two Blacks From Depo
One Block West olCapilo'

COUETEOUS TKEATMENT

Affidavit,

sheet

college of

well

$1,00

HANDSOME ROOMS

sheet

1-- 2

Graduate

well at 2
Roswell I
fare betw
is $5.80 .;

88

TELEPHONE

sheet

Veterinary

f.M at

RATES 50c t
per (1b;

Prop.

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

4

I

1

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

G. LUPE HERRERA,

124126

Stock Blanks.
BUI of Sale Animals searing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
4flc per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1

g

Out
were

RESTAURANTS

.

2

2

2

Lands, ft
Money
We have
Merchandli
other Bus!
out Taos c
Bank
Taos

ORDER

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS

2

'PROBERT A COMPANY

9ESTJBJRT
CUISINE

4

E. C. ABBOTT

in the U. 3.

ONE OF THE

4

Practice in the District Courts aa
well a before the Supreme Court oi
the territory.
Las Crucos.
New Mexico
G.

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

sheet

4

Warrant

1--

&

RATES

Proprietor.

sheet

C. W. (i. WARD
;
Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico
HOLT

THOS. DORAN

-

;

.';;

ll,

L

j22&

0. S., Caaada Mexico
REMITTANCES SENT BY TEJJBORAPh

J. D.

B

:S,

Agent

.
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DENVER GIRL WANTS
BALM FOR BROKEN HEART.

.UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST

CO.
George E. Fischer, a shoe salesman
of St. Louis.
Mrs. W. D. Pratt has gone to Las

CAPITAL $59,000.00

Vegas to visit relatives.
John R. Smith and William Roland
are Denver tourists at the Palace.
Nelson L. Le Grande of the U. S.
Forestry Service, Is at the Palace.
M. H. Dearstyne, the well known paper salesman, is here from Denver.
George S. Ramsey, an insurance solicitor from Albuquerque, is in town.
:
W. D. Shea of the D. & R. G. has returned from a business trip to Las
'

Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
V

"

President

B. lAUGHLIN,

H. F,

STEPHENS. Cashier,

W. E. GRiFFIN. Asst. Caseier

Vegas;
Col., M. M. Padgett,
the Las Vegas Optic, is
Vegas.
Mrs. J. B. Wood and
turned from St Louis

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

INSURANCE

FURNISHED AND UN.FTJR NISHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE

For Rent

C- -

W ATSO N & CO IV.PANY
(C.

A.

BISHOP.)

Pnone. Red Ho. 189 .

19 San Francisco St.

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
'

And as onj Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
BED?
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE
.

&

EXPERT EMBALMERS

New York, March

SHIRT WAIST SEASON

Case.
a.

Justice
order requiring Edith C. Poole to submit to an examination before trial, granted yesterday, disclosed a sensational breach
of promise suit for $2.",000 damages
for a broken heart, brought by Miss
Poole, a young and pretty art student,
against Gaston Bullock Moans, related through the Bullocks to former
President Roosevelt.
Justice Platzak last month directed
that Miss Poole answer questions propounded by Means' lawyer
before
trial. She asked Justice Xewburger,
through her counsel, Strouse &
Strouse, to set aside the order as
This was
"improvidently granted."
done, enabling Miss l'oole, who is 19
years old, slender,
and an
accomplished linguist and musician,!
to retain possession of her bundles of
love letters and other secrets of heri
sun against Means until the case
comes to trial.
Miss Poole claims that Means, who
is connected with the :"annon Mills
at Concord, N. C, and w'uo has offices
at 53 Worth street, in
ew
York,
promised to marry hpr !n July, 1909,
and that he set a date for the cere-- i
mony as "later in July."
vacation

Xew-burger-

FOR THE OFFICETHE
HOME or STREET WEAR

of an

blue-eye-

I

Sunny Monday soap is just
pure as it looks. It is white,
made from the purest materials and contains no rosin
starts dirt like magic washes
woolens without shrinking
iocs not fade colors works
in, any kind of water and
contains a marvelous
which saves time and
rubbing. Sunny Monday will
double the life of your clothes
and save you half the labor
as

dirt-start-

OUR NEW LINE:

ACORN BRAND

er

Best

Batiste Waists Lace Front

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Beautifully tailored morning
waists of cambric
Misses sailor Blouse?

It is a great scheme and the
set is keenly interested in it.
The formal organization will probably take place Saturday and the
name of the club will be announced
boys.
r

60on.

REAL ESTATE.

INSURANCE.

'''

i

a
rearing
monument "to the

Make

least money"

COMPLETE.

SURETY COMPANY

PURCHASE

residences.

to give applications, from any locality
the Territory immediate attention. Notary's Bonds

We are in position
in

executed without delay.
For rates and
inform a t i o n

call

JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, Manager,
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.

on or

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N.

address.

aSSSSSt W.

!

Directors &
Li03nsed Embalmers

'.".""Funeral
daIhokeht 130
PICTURE

TASTEFULLY

FRAmJMG

AND

SAtlSFACTORILY

D6NE.

THE1

NEW MEXICO

,

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
me at my salon
Just coll on
At morn or eve or busy noon

LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.

hair with grace
I'll curl and dress the
of your face,
I'll suit the contour
and scissors keen.
My razor sharp
clean
My shop Is neat and vowelsare OaA
And everything I think you'll
the
mind.
and
taste
please
To suit the

FIRST CLASS

BATH

.

ROOM

T. W. ROBERT'S
O. K. BARBER SHOP

,935 Pages, $7.00

U
247 San Francisco St Santa Fe,N

Santa' Fe,

C. F. KANEN

WOOD'KS HACK LINK
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Boucds Trains.
Leaves' Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. in."
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered '' back

arrival ol
arrive at

. if you went
anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

--

M. N

try

WILLIAMJDH

HAFFNfRD
wsmm-mmm

'

any othr
and good

or White.

It you want anything on earth
;
a New Mexican Want Ad. ,

try

and

V;
I

;:;''.niqht
We

Topfrys

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

The Cash Store
JULIUS H. GERDE5

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

e

SPECIAL SALE
AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
PLEASE CALL NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
GOODS EVEN

ADOLF

.

IP YOU

DO NOT PURCHASE

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

guarantee

WE ALSO

-

35c

S. KAUNE &

AY

:-

$1.50 Each
GET THEM NOW

s,

v

JJ0ENVTK COIQ

-:

0ny

CHEAP

City Eggs
Kansas

teams.

Emr Ttulng d.cxLto inlc Fu
FARE SST S55.00.

:-

New Line of WILSON BROS.,
SHIRTS- - Exquisite Designs-Mode- ls
of Tailoring-Fanc- y
or Plain-Colo- rs

Santa Fe Plumbing House

.

Write for Circular.

go

ey

A

CERIES

1

Pablished September, 1910. All Laws on
all Classes of Corporations on Banking,
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc. Complete Rules and Forms for Filing.
Statehood does not affect this book
't
as Territorial laws remain In force
state constitution. There will
under
'
no revision for three years.

MAN-But-th-

JUST RECEIVE- D-

FIRST

CORPORATION

Co.U

N. Townsend &

Dont' make the

PRIC-

125 p1Veb

RED

Now

a long way toward it.

i

i!

$2.25

SHIRTS- -

if

MULLIGAI & RISIMG

U

$3.00

GENTLEMEN

BUTT BROS CO.;

i!

$2.25

While Sizes and Styles are

i

.

$2.25

Your Selection

A

d

executes bonds of suretyship of
It guarantees against loss
practically every kind and description.
houses or private
mercantile
by burglary or theft, either banks,
NATIONAL

THE

$1.35

Blouses the nobbiest
out
thing
Waists of all over embroidered
fronts
Fine Batiste with imitation Irish
crochet lace front
White and colored Tailored
waists

REGISTER

SURETY?, BONDS.

$1.25

Middy

i

Pa-le- n

$1.25

CHICAGO

Best Drugs for the

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

Waists on the Market

Fitting-

ALLURING PRICES

"My Heart is Broken."
If you want anything on earth try
"I know it seems ordinary to sue a!
man because he has not kept his' a New Mexican Want Ad.
promise to wed you," sr.id the plain-- !
tiff, "but my heart has been broken
and I've lost interest in the
and
everything since he jiltW
r
MM 'tV
sure, however, that women whoJu;ive ;"
loved as I did and who have stiff era.l
ty.
and been 'wronged will understand
Rafael Granlto of Cerrillos, road su- that I am justified in bringing him to
the southern district of court. He wrote me of his love for
pervisor-for
Santa Fe. county, is in town on legal me from all corners of America. I
matters.
was young and unsophisticated
and
J W. Casebolt, a prominent rancher he was tall, handsome and of excelof Estancia, is in the city to serve on lent family and devoted to me when
the Uj S. Petit Jury and will return we met and for a year after.
"A law suit and even a recovflld of
home tomorrow.
The Fifteen Club will meet tomor- damages from him cannot mend a conrow, Friday, afternoon, with Mrs.
fiding girl's broken heart, but it will
Mrs. J. be a lesson to Mr. Means."
on east Palace avenue.
E. Wood will preside.
Attended Denver School.
Miss Poole had just been graduated
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller" will return this evening from St. from the Loretto Heights convent in
Joseph, Missouri, where he had been Denver, she says, when she came to
New York to visit relatives in West
on federal court business.
Miss Ruth Green, one of Santa Fe's Seventy-seconstreet, with whom she
pretty and popular girls who has now makes her home She proposed
is to enter the New York Art school.
been studying in Albuquerque,
here for a few days to visit her Bi- An acquaintance with Means ripened
MIAMI JMIH
into friendship and then love, and he
ster, Mrs. Harney.
Julius Meyers, sheriff of Torrance was accepted, she says, when a proAnd become a costumer of a
county and whose home Is in Estancia, posal followed.
fast growing and dependable
is here on court business. He has just
Miss Poole's father, a former promspent a season at Las Palomas Hot inent Denver lawyer, is dead. Means
Drug Store.
traveled considerably for the Cannon
Springs in Sierra county.
ANY ORDER, no matter how
"J. Frank Curns,
the Wagon Mills, in which his family, members
Mound banker,, passed through here of the "Bullocks of Georgia"
made
delivered
small, promptly
this afternoon on his way home from famous by one of O. Henry's stories
with
thanks.
many
on
a
on. President Roosevelt, are interested
Santa Fe where he had been
business trip." Las Vegas Daily Op and during his trips wrote two or
"Sweet Lips"
three times a day to Miss Poole. She
tic.
"Ask about
- William
Langhorne, the Virgin says that he composed, odes to her
"Will do you good.":
ian who has spent the winter here for beauty, wrote poems of her charms
j
his health, left this morning for his and penned romances of their happy
home, greatly benefited by his sojourn future In letters with which she is
at the St. Vincent's Sanitarium. Mr. now ready to confront him. Twice
of Wil- some of her letters have been stolen,
Langhorne is a brother-in-laliam Waldorf Astor and Charles Dana she says, but she has plenty of reitera"THE QUALITY DRUGGISTS"
Gibson. While here he made many tions of Means' promises to substantiate
her
claims.
friends who will hope to see him back
West Side Plaza.
Phone Red 161.
Miss Poole is the granddaughter of
in Santa Fe some day.
John W. Poole, who was formerly justice of the peace at Englewood. Her
HONEST CONFESSION.
Efather was Walter Poole, an artist and THE
A Doctor's Talk on Food.
designer, who died about 1908. Her
mother and a younger sister, Miss
DOES NOT ALWAYS
There are no' fairer set of men on Marguerite Poole, are living in ChiAnother
cago.
Miss
younger
sister,
D1SIQNATE A BARGAIN
when
earth than the doctors' and
they
find they have been in error they are Georgia Poole, lives in Denver.
Miss Poole attended the Loretto
usually apt to make honest and manly
academy for several years, ac- QUALITY
Heights
fact.
of
the
admission
to the relatives who live in
A case in point is that of a practi cording but no
Denver,
record of her graduaSHOULD BE
old
of
one
the
school, tion was found
good
tioner,
by the teachers at
unvarwho lives in Texas. Las plain,
CONSIDERA-- I
the academy this morning. She went
nished tale needs no dressing up:
to New York two
to study
TION OF THE GRO- -i
"I had always had an intense prej- -' art and designing. years ago
udice, which I can now see was un-YOU EAT.!
Her grandfather lives at 3236 Cham
warrantable and unreasonable, against
street.
For
was
several
pa
he
years
all muchly advertised foods. Hence,',
of the old Englewood hotel
I never read a line of the manys 'ads' proprietor
at Hampden avenue
and South
nor tested the food till
of Grape-NutBroadway. He is well known among
last winter.
Groceries
are expensive at j
the lawyers of Denver and Englewood.
"While in Corpus Chrlstl for my His other two sons are Samuel
W.
We
any
price,
health, and visiting my youngest son, Poole, 3236 Champa street, and Will-lawe sell to give
article
every
who has 4 of the ruddiest, healthiest
Poole, a painter, living at 925
little boys I ever saw, t ate my first j West Seventh avenue. A daughter,
satisfaction or you MONEY
food for supper Mrs. William King,, lives at 807 Inca
dish of Grape-Nut- s
BACK.
with my little grandsons.
street.
"I became exceedingly fond of it
and have eaten a paokage of it every VOUNG
IN CANNED GOODS
PEOPLE WILL
week since, and find it a delicious, reFORM SOCIAL CLUB.
freshing and strengthening food,, leavWe have full line of Monarch
ing no 111 effects whatever, causing no "Sweet Sixteen" and
& Richelien Eastern pack
"Just
.
Eighteen"
eructations (with which I was former-lf- '
Will Not Be Outdone By Other
canned goods.
much troubled), no sense of fullOrganizations.
ness, nausea, nor distress of stomach
In any, way.
7n these days of Santa Fe social
"There is no otBer food that agrees
with me so well, or sits as lightly or life one hears of the Santa Fe Club,
the Beavers, the,, Elks, the Board of
Have cheaper Canned Goods
pleasantly upon my stomach as this
Trade, the Commercial Club, the Sat- does.
but we do not recommend
Card Club, the Wallace CJub,
"I am stronger and more active the
th
Girls
Fifteen Club and
the use of cheap canned goods
Club,
since, then I have been for 10 years, the
Club.
Thirteen
at any time.
and am no longer troubled with nau
Now, then the girl who la "sweet
sea and indigestion." Name given by sixteen"
and the youth "Just eighteen'
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
have decided that this is not quite
Dz
Look in. pkgs. for the famous little
to
real younger set and so,
fair
the
book, "The Road to Wellvile."
Egg 25 & 30c Dz
cn Saturday the boys and girls are
"There's a reason."
a club. There will be
to
form
going
fever read the above letter?. A new no
officers however, and therefore no
H.
CO.
one appears from time to time. They
The boys will entertain the
rivalry.
are genuine, true, and full of human gltls once a month and the
girls will
IntereVt
give a party once a month for the

.,0r'ra

Tailored-Be- st

of wash day.

We are

Furniture Co.

R

Sensational

of

iiu.soaiwsau

Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure, that comfort.
We have also sortie exquisite 'new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.
AKERS-WAGNE-

they

P. McNulty, the well known mining man of Los Cerrillos, is at the Hotel Coronado.
M. W. Patsch, the well known salesman from St Joseph, Mo., is at the
Montezuma hotel.
G. B. Hanlon, of Mountclair, who
is father of Mrs. E. P. Davles is in the
city for a few days.
C; W. Reyer, representing a furniture, concern of Burlington, Iowa, is
calling on the trade here.
George V. Hanlon of Mountainair,
Torrance county, an insurance man,
is In town on court business.
Mrs. C. F. Remsberg of Raton who
had been visiting her sister, Mrs. W.
E. Griffin, left for her home today.
Carl J; Probst, the Cerrillos merchant, was in Santa Fe yesterday on
hia way- - (o Abiquffi, Rio Arriba coun-

PRO-PERT- Y

O

where

re-

J.

CITY LOTS ANZ) IMPROVED
FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
YALiLiiiiiPECOS
IN THE

-

son, have

visited friends.

BUILDINGS,".'

For Sale

proprietor of
here from Las

Defendant is Said to Be Relative
Former President Roosevelt A

GROCERS.

Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

ae Age lltS

DARK PLACES

ror electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaner, nnri Wa,h

Santa Fe Water

AND

TK,

Lall

and See
them in

Light Company

:-

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEtt MEX
Carrying the U. S. mall and
between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Ii- a
land Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
. Leares
Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 3:30 P. m
To-pek-

Learls

Roswell

at

12:30 a. m., ar-

at the rate of

S5.00

per hundred lbs.

Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number ot passeng
to make special connections wit'.i an;
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for .Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of tlie Ros- 1

WI311

6

p.m.

least

AULU

.

'1.

1.

niHWHll

IV

IV I

1. 1

hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance 't 60 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either point

rive in Vaughn at

24

J., W. STOCKARD,

74 Hour Electric Service
WIRE UP TH03

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

DAY;

and

WICSHT
rv,.
Jf&$ QXlOti

MANAGER

i
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The tighost type of happiness ta
reached by having children in the
home; hut the coming of the littlo
ones Is often attended with apprePalace.
hension and dread. Mother's Friend
M. R. Norton, St. Louis; C. W. Rey--;
if used by the exprctant mother in
er, Burlington, Iowa; Nelson L. Le IN
preparation of the ordeal, Carries
her tfciough the crisis with satty.
Grand, Forest Service; M. M. Padgett
At the Elks' Theater.
of the bjs.
earns the title.
When she returns Las Vegas; M. H. Dearstyne, William This ereat remedy assists nattre in all necessary physical changes
I
I
and preserves th,
Thursday, March 9. The Girl From suddenly to her home she finds many Rowland, Denver; George E. Fischer, tern, affords bodily comfort during the period of waiting,
and soothing qualities ot s
Rector's.
symmetry of form after baby comes. The penetrating
of her metropolitan iriends there, and St. Louis; John R. Smith, Denver.
NEW MEXICO.
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON
Mother's Mend allays nausea, irevents caking of the breasts, and la every
Tuesday, March 28 The Chinatown entanglements ensue which are not
Montezuma.
Trunk Mystery (based on the fate of explained until just before the fall of
J. W. Ridge, Chicago; John L. Sip-pi- way contributes to strong, hearjiy
Friend is
Miss Siegel in New York).
1910
(Head Up)
Iu effect Sept, 1st
Minneapolis; WillHtm H. Lang-horn- motherhood. Mother's
the curtain on the last act.
'.Read rown)
sold at drug stores. Write for oir
March 29 Miss Olga
D.
St,
Louis;
Wednesday,
W.
Pratt,
known
City;
well
Rennold
the
20.
Wolf,,
STATION'S
16 ,, Miles
1
.
free took containing valuabla
isemersoie !n ine nomam
dramatio authority of the New York Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Deen, Salida, Colo.,
a m
C. B. Stubblefield, Las Vegas; W. G.
pm
4
for expectant mothers.
00
Vanaday."
lyn
"The
declared,
0
Lv..Ies Moines. N. M...Ar
7 3
Mornlng
Telegraph,
3 50
...
Humaldo
4
7 4)
enter- - Williams. El Paso; Elsie M. Smith.
most
Girl
the
From
30
Rector's"
3
BRADFIELIi EEGULATOR CO.,
Itedman
11
Ira
M. Kerhoff, Kansas
The greatest New York success,
3 15
16
20
Uupulln
he had ever witnes Wichita, Kas.; T.
Atlanta, Ga. V
3 05
V mil
S. Ramsey,
is booked taining production
Rector's"
A.
From
20
Girl
J.
The
George
I8 35
Miller,
City;
2 45
n his review of the piece the
sed,
25
50
Thompson
Theatre.
Elks'
G.
George
Mrs.
2
at
25
the
for
Albuquerque;
Morgan,
9 10
tonight
31
Cunningham
morning following its premier at
1 55
42
9 35
....Clifton House N.M
'The Girl From Rector's" is de Weber's Music
Illinois; H. W. Koeneke.
1 30
REPRESENTATIVES FOR
I.v
Katoii. N. M
49
10 OT..
Hall, in New York, he Harington,C. V. Wilson, El Paso; M. TEXAS LEGISLATOR TAKES
Ar
to
be
York
critics
New
the
clared
Wichita;
by
15
10
Ari
"
N.M
SLAP AT EAILEY.
Katun.
TUBERCULOSIS CONGRESS.
.Lv
0
seen
.: once only once,
have
2 30
said:
Han-Ion- ,
G.
V.
9 49
W. Patsch, St. Joseph, Mo.;
7
Clifton House N' M.
one of the most fascinating pieces ever
2 47
but I shall see it many
naturally
9 32
SPreston
Mountainair.
The
3 07
in
seen
the
Evening times before it
metropolis.
8 55
It
55
.Koehler Junction.
Austin, Tex., March 9 In the House Committee of 100 Named Special Exquits New York.
34S
Coronado.
Telegram said of it:
9 05
hibit at Rome In September. .Uni2
.Koehler.
should have a record run." Mr. Wolf's
3 35
u
J. P. McNulty, Cerrillos; J. G. Park"Ten women to every man, see
8 20
,
iiOolfax
S8
ted States Takes Active Part.
4 15
Girl
"The
true
for
came
prophecy
02
8
76
I'prrososo
4 43
Otto Kleybecker, Stan United States
'The Girl From Rector's."
7 45
Lv!
From Rector's" remained at Weber's er, Truchas;
S2
Senators Battey and
Word was received from the headCimarron
lAr
5 00
C.
B.
Julius
6
35
Estancia;
Myers,
Ar am
Cimarron
Lv
"You might not be able to go to for over three hundred nights.
5 10
She ley;
Lorimer to coma to Texas at an early quarters of the Seventh Triennial
6 27
Nash
5 18
Speer, C. Verelli, Truchas; I. Hoff- date and address
6 17
Paris." said the New York Herald, will be seen at the Elks' tonight.
Harlan
the legislating on International Congress on Tuberculo5 2S
6 00
man, O. S. Elwood, G. M. Leavenstead,
94
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
;
5 45
"but you can go see 'The Girl From
the subject of "Purity in Politics." sis at Rome that an American Comp m - p ni
Vista.
Monte
And you should, too."
Rector's.'
Senator Bailey's friends instantly pic- - mittee of one hundred members of the
A
Special Medicine for Kidney
Capital.
tested against a second reading oi National Association for the Study and
"The Girl," declared the New York
ilOonnects at Colfax with K. P. & 9. W. Ry, train both North and'Soutb.3
Ailments.
James Jackson, Battle Creek; Carl tne resolution which the speaker as- - Vrevention oi Tuberculosis has been
SStage for Van Houtea N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.
World, "is a welcome visitor at Webfound in
have
Many
people
elderly
..
.
9:00
M
except
in.
W.
M..
at
H.
.
daily
for
Pritt, West;sure(1 them woul(J not b permitted. annotated, and that
Kltzabethtown, 5.
Stane leaves Ute Park.
It doesn't matter Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re- J. Probst, Cerrillos;
er's Music Hall.
preparations have
nnrinvn. fare Sii.ou one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound basstaie carried free.
Virginia; Grace C. Brown, K, B. Han,
been made for the special
Mpartici- for the south at 11:11 p. in- arrives from the how long she remains she will always lief and permanent benefit from kidn a tr.in lain) lies Moines.
W. E. Dut- of
have
in
the
States
the exUnited
friends."
pation
from
and
outta at 1:38 a. m.
ney and bladder ailments
ton, J. E. Cotton, Pagosa Springs; 3.
and remove the poisons hibition of Socul Hygeine which will
The story of "The Girl" is that ot annoying urinary Irregularities due Joseph, Denver; J. Lack, San Antonio,
Neutralize
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
Isaac N. Regan, Texas; M. Ferguson, R. R.; Miss Tut- - that cause backache, rheumatism, be held under the auspices of the Cona young society
woman o' Ba'tle to advancing years.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M..
The dates of the Congress
in
Superintendent.
is
who
Interested
Creek, Michigan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney tie, Master Tuttle, Colorado Springs; nervousness and all kidney and blad- - gress.
They build up are from September iith to 30th, but
every charity there. For recreation Remedy effected a complete cure in J. C. Jones. Miss Jones. North Caro- - der irregularities
the exhibition will proudly open on
however, she comes to New York and my care and I want others to know of Una; S. I. and U. S. Nelley, Jackson- and restore the natural action of
June
1st and will continue until Febvital
to
these
oital
organs.
occasional
Fla.
Rector's
it."
visits
Capital Pharmacy.
Pharmacy.
ville,
through
ruary 28th, 1912.
The American Committee of One
Hundred has been selected from praci
m
r
""Z-tically every state in the Uuted
-ZZ MW,4
lb T!
States. In addition to this committee
it is expected that the Federal government will also send official represen
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
1 C
411
tatives to the Congress and probably
all points in New Mexseveral of the states will take similar
NEW
via
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
The headquai ;ers of the
action.
Thence
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,
American committee are in 'he office
New
of the National Association,
York City.
The exhibition of Social
Hylene
will be the greatest of its kind that
has ever been assembled.
Among
the different sections of the exhibition are tuose o n tuborculosis, general
prophylaxis, history of the hygenic
movement and the prevention of the
The Exhibition
disease in general.
l
will cover a large area frontingi the
ROUT
The authorities in
Piazza Cavour.
charge of the exhibition are planning
to set aside a separate pavillion for
the United States exhibits provided
All of
these are numerous enough.
For rates and full information address

St. Louis

Pacific

Rai

Hotel Arrivals.
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the

500

state and local

sis allies with tne National Asrocia- r
tion will be asked to contribute to this
exhibition. Other bodies engaged in
'
ILs
- - -t
c
the campaign
against preventable
disease and for the betterment of pub"THE GIRL FROM RECTOR'S"
, t
lic health will also be asked to conA Few of Her Friends Wh o Will be Seen at the Elks' Theatre. Tonight. . This is a Dashing Musical Comedy and Fascinating as Well.
The committee in charge
tribute.
of the-- exhibition has extended the
time for the reservation of space unBulletin 440 the result of triangula-tio- n til March 31st and the time for the
ferred to the county jail. About 650 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PRETALE OF A TOUGH
and primary traverse during the
PARING HUGE ATLAS.
WIDE OPEN CITY. in fines was collected in police court
Teceipt of material until June 30.
and the regular fines will yield about
years 190C, 1907, and 1908. These reCommittees similar to the one apof the Country Already Sur- sults form the basis of what is called
As Many Arrests in El Paso in One $900 more.
in the United States have
pointed
the horizontal control of the maps. been
veyed and Mapped 30,000 Square
Day as in a Week in
Bandelio Leguspi, whom the police
in over thirty differ
designated
Miles Covered Yearly.
Data for the vertical control are ent
New Mexico.
think is Guadalupe Baldadina, and
and representatives at
countries,
published by the Survey in bulletins the Congress will be present from
The following is police and court Fred Medscheidler were arrested by
of
area
of
the
regiving, by states, the result of spirit every civilized section of the world.
More
than
of
detectives
Herald
last
upon
in
El
Paso
the
city
telegraphic
grist
Surveyors, engineers, and The exhibition and Congress will be
quest of Sheriff Francis of Flagstaff, the United States has been surveyed leveling.
evening:
obM. Dolan vs. Felix Martinez, suit on Ariz. No reason is given for the ar- and mapped by topographers of the others interested in the work may
of a general celebration extendon application part
tain
these
bulletins
free
in
acUnited
Survey
States
but
Geological
of
rest
the
former
the
on
is,
trial.
latter,
note,
over several months, to commeming
vs.
Owen cording to the telegram, wanted on a connection with the preparing of a to the Director of the Survey at
Mrs. Beulah Shields
orate the founding of Italian liberty.
Shields, suit for divorce , filed.
charge of having cut another man detailed topographic map of the
The entire movement will be held unGeorge Kissell, aggravated assault with a knife several months ago.
der the patronage of the King and
The maps represent areas called JEALOUSY LEADS TO
upon Josefa de la Pena, found guilty
Queen of Italy.
Harry J. Gantt, 19 years old, son
WYOMING MAN'S DEATH.
and fined $25.
of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Gantt, of 1017 quadrangles and show, by a system of
Any inquiries concerning applica
William Crawford, destroying pub-- : South Virginia street, was arrested contour lines, all topographic features,
tions for membership in the Congress
lie road, found guilty and tinea $5 at the courthouse and a charge of in- - giving elevations as determined by the
Basin, Wyo March 9 Firm in the and space in the exhibition should bo
'
and costs.
sanity docketed against him at the po- - Survey's spirit level work. The quad belief, as brought out by the coroner's addressed to the National Association
Jose Gonzales, theft, pleaded guilty ijCe station. Gantt. who is a bicycle rangles are areas i.mited by parallels inquest, that his wife was too familiar for the Study and Prevention of
and sentenced to 10 days in county j repairer by trade, was dressed only in of latitude and meridians of longitude with Ira Sherrard, Wesley Britton was Tuberculosis, 105 East 22d Street,
s
Jail.
when arrested. He and differ In size with the latitude oi shot to death in Sherrard's room Sun New York City.
his
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
Amado Pere- -, charged with burg-iwa- s
afternoon the areas and with the scales of the day while attempting to avenge, he
taken ill Saturday
CITY OFFICE IN
'
believed, the destruction of his home.
A Mother's Safeguard.
lary, found guilty and sentenced to about 4 o'clock and had been violent maps.
serve two years in the state reform several time3 since then, his mother
Sharrard, the slayer, met Mrs. Brit
Maps on Three Scales,
Foley's Honey and Tar for the
The maps are of uniform size but ton daily in a restaurant in Grey Bull, children.
school.
said. She also said that she was com-Is best and safest for all
NPW MEXiCANlDLDH.
Britton coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough
J. Avis, charged with carrying a pelled to tie him in bed at one time are engraved on three sclaes. The where she was a waitress.
on the largest resented the friendship.
Sunday and bronchitis. No opiates.
pistol, sentence suspended.
Monday. When placed in a cell at the quadrangle mapped
Capital
OR
Jeff Elliott, charged with aggravat-- ; police station he secured a broom and scale cover 15' in latitude and in Ion-e- night Britton burst into "Frenchy" Pharmacy.
assault on George Stoke3, on trial. tried to batter down the cell door, but gitude, and the scale of the map is Bullitt's saloon, seized a revolver and
Britton said
Cruz Pacheco, charged with burg- - the broom was taken away from him 1:62,500, or about one inch to the mile, ran to Sherrard's room.
lary, complaint filed by Maria Parra. Dy another prisoner, and he became The quadrangle mapped on the next before he got his weapon, "I have
out of my
Cornado Alvarado and Juan Casas, quieted.
largest scale covers 30' in latitude and just run the
in longitude, the scale being 1:125,000, house through a window, and I am
charged with theft under $50, com-of
residence
entered
the
Burglars
f
The going to get him."
inch to a mile.
Reaching Sher!Mr and Mrs. E. B Lee at 802 North about
plaint filed.
on the smallest rard's room, Britton opened fire.
mapped
t
Jose Pellan was arrested by the po- quadrangle
eir.oot
ti,ov wi,r(
to,
Five shots
lice and a charge of carrying a slung church 8CUrea 5 ln money,
two srale covers one degree of latitude and Sherrard returned it.
One bullet struck
i were exchanged.
shot registered against mm. . u- was .
ki..6
d badd necklace. Entrance longnuue, cm scare
n
iv. mm lU iv-Britton and killed him.
Sherrard
a side
INEACHTOWM also reported w tne ponce mat ne mmj wag probaWy made tbrougll
ll
In
States
Work
from
Four
collect
surrendered today.
flnes
Britton leaves a
Completed.
was.al-- !
I SSSISUwmu beea attemPtlnS t0
fcU
window, though the front
dopr
.
.'
Tnnneranhlc work has been com- widow and one child.
..
a "
-Sherrard is
j.
u
g0 open Wnen Mr, ana Jirs. LtW
Irak ample latest moaei nwnKfr oicycie nirnisnea dy us. uur agents everywuerc fl uuaca of pmoAiii
detective Stansel arrested troA Mr T
Chief
ta mninved in the Pleted in Connecticut, Massachusetts, unmarried.
to anyone, anywhere io thtV.S.wMwutacfKi de (esil in advance. re)
New Jersey, Rhode Island, and the
rf-- and
11,1 Paso &
Bixler On a charge of embezzle- ,
allow TEN l)AVS 1'KKE TKIAL during which time you may rule the bicycle and yf p '
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has becone too destructive to be
erated,

tol-

"Monopoly, complete and unrestrainmaned, ur.de r private ownership or
agement, would alike be intolerable
under present conditions of life.
"Some other method must be found,
and It would seem to lie through the
medium of cooperation, with federal
supervision. By cooperation I mean
a system of doing business by which
all parties interested will enjoy the
benefits ot the business.
"The millenium has not yet arrived,
but no thoughtful man will deny that
there has been a great awakening of
the businesa conscience in recent

years.
"I believe that with the awakening
o? the business conscience, is coming
what might be called an enlightened
selfishness by which I mean a realization that for one's own best pecuniary interests, the methods of the past
cannot be the methods of the future;
that as we are living in a
age we must do business on a 'live
and let live' basis and that one's own
selfish interest make the doing of
basis more
business on a
profitable in the long run than on the
ba3is of ruthless competition."
Panama Canal
ObliAtlanta, Ga., March
were
Canal'
Panam"
gations of the
Comdiscussed before th' Southern
mercial Congress today by Bernard
capitalist
N Baker, a Ba"
national authority on conservation
man.
This
and a retire steamship
to Mr. Baker aftassigned
w
subject
er it ws found tnat Senator Money
had ex
0 Mississippi, who originally
rafted to handle it, was unable to at
tend the conference on account of ill
health.
"I know no way to make a greater
nation by a greater South," said Mr.
Bernard, "than in the South's awak- s
ening to a realization of the opportun-tiewhich are before her today to secure the 'obligations' of the Panama
"The

Canal.

The something to be done Is for
every commercial body, every merchant and manufacturer, and farmer
to demand of their representatives in
Senate and House that they will make
a study of the opportunities of the
Panama Canal and find a way to realize the obligations, especially in development of the export, business from
our Southern ports to South American
and the Orient, and not less from our
Southern ports to the west coast of
our own country in the coastwise
trade. Mil
"Nq iMion of the country is getting gi'ST benefits from the canal
than tvSRh, and still our senators
for
will discuss
and
hours the question of some personal
privilege or some speech for home
consumption, whereas they could go
which
ui Troik. aud do something
would be of real benefit to the interests of the South to prevent this. How
unfortunate it is that when they are
elected senators and members of congress they cannot forget that they
were politicians (and possibly It was
necessary for them to be politicians
to be elected to Senate and House)
but when they once get there if they
could only forget it and be statesmen
and work for the best interests of the
whole country instead of working for
the interests of Democrats, Republicans, or 'insurgents,' as they may be.
"In discussing the question with
very many senators and congressmen
1 have never found one who did not
firmly believe that this country should
do something to restore our merchant
marine and have the American flas
once more in the ports of the world
on our merchant vessels. I found so
many of them so badly misinformed.
And in this connection it is very difficult to say how they are going to get
the benefits of Information which Is
reliable and unbiased from men who
have practical knowledge and experience in the business and who. will tell
them what will accomplish the business they are looking for. I do not
know today five American citizens in
the United States who have a knowledge ( and when I say knowledge I do
not mean a theoretical knowledge but
a practical knowledge) of how to best
develop our trade and commerce in
American ships.
"I wish to make It a matter of record now, that, in my opinion, no opportunity exists in the great north Atlantic trade except at such cost as would
be positively prohibitory, also in the
c
trade, as Japan is granting today to her steamship companies
such assistance that it would not pay
us to compete; but we can go to South
America, and, in the use of the Panama Canal, to the west coast of South
America; also to Australia and New
Zealand. And, more than this, If we
are to realize the greatest advantages
of every day that we delay will add
to our difficulties. The other nations
of the world are not idle. Spain is advertising today for a subsidized line
to use the Panama Canal, and we are
Bitting idly by and doing nothing. The
time has come to be up and doing, for
the time necessary to build the ships
to use the obligations of th Panama
Canal 'to do something" is fast passing away.
"Look at our treaty made a few
days ago with Japan. As I construe
the treaty, we are giving to Japan all
the use of the Panama Canal and to
their ships all" the benefits which we
may give to our own ships except In
our coastwise trade; and this in face
of the discussion by senators and congressmen on differential duties, Tonnage taxes, preferential duties, and
free ships. While we are haggling, because we are Democrats, Republicans,
or 'insurgents' over the method of doing It, Japan Is up and doing. She has
realized the obligations of the Panama Canal 'to do something long before we awake even. Will we?"
The South American Field.
A
prophecy
Atlanta, Ga., March
that the material and Industrial pro- congi-esssme-

trans-Pacifi-

9--

in wild speculation should be witheld.
"In encouraging the coming of in- vestment capital, let your hospitality
Tour legislators
know no bounds.
contro, your legislation, but first
and above all, let the legislator under--;
stand that you, business men of the
Control him, I
South, control HIM.
sense
that
in
the
your legislamean,
H
eovernine the creation of muni.
cipal debt, providing for the payment
of same, regulating
public service
corporations, governing the rights and
Harris said:
privileges of industrial corporations,
"It is generally conceded that "The shall be of such a character as to
Dark Continent" applies more truly j properly safeguard the interests of
to South America than to Africa: that your citizens, whether they be capital-thopportunities of trade have been ists or laborers, and at the same time,
least developed there, that her mineral such as to encourage the coming of
deposits are more nearly intact; that that capital which will come to build
her agriculture is Usa scientifically your railroads. Harness your
in shot. that the field of power, generate the electricity which
development thens gives greater prom- shall propel your cars, urban aud inter-isthan any rther natural group of urban, operate your mills and light
your streets and homes; capital which
countries.
ex- - will come to mine your minerals, build
most
the
said
that
le
may
"It
tenBive rrarkets in South America your mills and operate your looms;
which nuy be supplied from the south capital which will come seeking those
lie on the Atlantic rather and other channels for investment,
era
Pacific ergo the advan-- j anxious to make the Southland its
the
than Jn
tazig from the Panama Canal are home, and to 'remain with you as
But long as it cm be of service.
thJoretic rather than practical.
In the first
.his is beside the point.
"It is because of my firm convictplace, it takes some such stupend- - ion that vour Chamber of Commerce.
ous undertaking as the building of your M3rchant's Association,
your
this canal to attract the attention of Boards of Trade, and your business
the world to the wonderful possibili- men generally will thus and otherwise
ties of trade and commerce in that encourage the coming of investment
The principle
Southern Continent.
capital that 1 believe the South is
of publicity has been, and is every day
entering upon an era of great indusin other trial prosperity.
You have
being successfully applied
every
Theodore Roosevelt wishes prospect for wonderful and even specfields.
to impress upon the world the im- tacular success."
posing position of the United States
as a power among nations; and he acTerritory of New Mexico )
complished his purpose by the cruise
) ss.
News
of our fleet
from Newport
of Santa Fe
)
County
around Cape Horn and finally back to In the Fir3t Judicial District Court,
our own country by the way of the
in and for the County of Santa Fe,
East; so regardless of other motives
Territory of New Mexico.
Panwe have by the building of the
Knaebel and Ernest Knaebel,
Arthur
ama canal, fastened the attention of
Plaintiffs.
continent
our
sister
the world upon
vs.
And, in this age of international proMatias
J. Nagel, and
Frank
E.
Mera,
tection of capital, attention, linked
unknown heirs or Bartolome
the
of
investment
means
with opportunity,
Marquez, deceased, the unknown
men and money, and consequent rapid
heir, of Jose Marquez, deceased, and
development.
all unknown owners or proprietors
"Following and coincident with this
of the tract of land hereinafter pardevelopment, South America must of
ticularly described, and also all
necessity enlarge and diversify her
claimants of interests in the
and
imports, as well as her exports
said premises; adverse to the plainthat country which closely follows the
tiffs.
progress must as surely profit by inDefendants.
decreased exports to these newly
The said defendants Frank E. Mera,
In this developveloped countries.
ment you can and should assume a Matias J. Nagel, and the unknown
The West heirs of Bartolome Marquez, deceasmost conspicuous role.
is equipping herself more fully, is ed, the unknown heirs of Jose Mareven now bidding for this trade, and
quez, deceased, and all unknown ownto he ready to grasp every op- ers or proprietors of the tract of land
portunity presented. You have every hereinafter particularly described, and
To be also all unknown claimants of interreason to equip yourselves.,
specific, is there any reason why your ests in the said premises Adverse to
cotton mills should not weave into the plaintiffs, are hereby notified that
cloth more than a nominal share of a complaint has been filed against
the cotton sent away from the South- them in The District Court for the
ern continent; why the vast quantities County of Santa Fe and Territory of
of textiles imported into these coun- New Mexico, that being the Court In
tries should not largely come from which said cause is pending, by said
the looms of your cotton mills? Does plaintiffs, Arthur Knaebel and Ernest
there seem to be any reason why the Knaebel, the general object of said acamazingly increasing railway mileage tion being the division partition and
should not call upon your steel mills quieting the title of certain tract
for rails, engines, cars and miscel- of land situate in the County of Santa
laneous equipment?
Fe and Territory of New Mexico,
"I firmly believe that the material bounded and described as follows, that
and industrial advance of the South is to say, bounded on its Westerly
during the next twenty years will side by the middle line of a certain
equal, if not exceed that of any other ancient highway being the highway
section of the United States. From next Westerly from the recent small
Sunmount;
now on, for the first time since the settlement known as
dole of the Civil War, the South will bounded on the North side by a
be competing on favorable terms with straight line beginning in the middle
No longer of the said highway and thence runthe rest of the country.
do there exist in the West immense ning due East through the m'ddle of
areas of fertile and unoccupied land, a small valley between the hill on
enormous stretches of uncut timber which Is situate a small reservoir of
and land underlaid 'With coal, iron and The Santa Fe Water and Light Comother mineral resources to be had, pany and the adjacent high hills lyas was true twenty and thirty years ing Southerly and South Westerly
The from said Reservoir Hill, and which
ago, simply for the asking.
greatest portion of the land of the North line extends to the middle line
West has now passed from public .to of a deep arroyo, containing large deprivate ownership, and on an acreage posits of a white earth commonly desbasis prices asked compare with the ignated tierra blanca, the same being
existing market prices for the best the first deep arroyo situate East of
farm lands in the East. In its effort the said high hills; bounded on the
'to attract capital and a desirable im- East side by a straight line which, inmigration, the South will no longer tersecting at right angles the said
have to meet the competition offered North boundary, begins at a point In
the middle vertical line of the only
by the opening up of the West.
"From the saandpoint of productive- door on the South side of the house
ness, the cheapest land in the United formerly of one Francisco de Anaya,
States today Is' to be found in the now deceased, which house is situate
South.
remains the on a flat hill or table land in the vicin
Agriculture
of the
greatest economic interest of South- ity of the present power-housern life, and 'while there has been- - a said Water and Light Company, and
considerable advance in prices during which house, with the said door, or
the, past few years, there has been the aperture thereof, is visible and
little inflation as the result of specu- conspicuous from the North boundary
The large influx of popula- of the said tract of land, and which
lation.
tion from other states and other na- East boundary line runs from the said
tions, together with the general move- middle vertical line of the said door
ment toward the diversification of due South to a point in the middle
a
crops will prove powerful factors In of a certain ancient and disused
of which only Vestiges now remaintaining legitimate land values.
"I thoroughly agree with Richard H. main and which said acequia was conEdmonds, that: 'No other section of structed by Bartolome Marquez and
the country equals the South in the Francisco
Marquez, both now de'
aggregate of Its natural advantages for ceased; and bounded on Southerly
agricluture, for 'manufacturing, for side by the middle line of said acequia
mining, and as a place of residence. its intersection with the said East
It has all the primary elements of boundary to its intersection with the
attraction for men who wish to gain middle line of the said highway.
It is far That the defendant is required to
wealth or to make homes.
as to churches, set forth the nature of their claims;
better equipped
schools and other means of culture, that the rights, titles and interests
and as to facilities for communication, of all the parties known and unknown
than the whole country was in 1868, herein be determined by the Decree
with a population then 4,000,000 great- of this Court, etc. 'as will more fully
er than the present population of the appear by reference to the complaint
South.
filed In this cause. And that unless
"With millions of acres of fertile you enter your appearance by the 24th
lands awaiting the plow, with billions day of April, A. D. 1911, Judgement
of tons of coal, iron pre, phosphate will be rendered against you by derock, sulphur and other minerals to fault.
be taken from the earth, and with its (SEAL)
G. VOLNEY HOWARD,
gress of the South in the next twenty
years would equal, if not exceed, that
oi any other part of the United States
was made today by Arthur M. Har-- ;
ris, the New York banker at the
vention of the Commercial
League.
Mr. Harris took as his subject
Field for Southern Bonds."
The banker urged that the business
men of the South control the legisla-- ;
tor that the financial and corporation
legialation may safeguard the intep
ests of the people and encourag new
Mr.
capital into the Southern field.
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If the wrestling fans of this country
An
college track team
were asked to pick the four aces of' has been selected by James E. Sullithe sport there seems little doubt that van, secretary and treasurer of the
Amateur Athletic Union. Like the
Champion Gotch, Mahmout, Zbyszko,
and Hackenschmidt would
be the
football teams, the selection
choices of the great majority. Any has no official significance and is
two of these men matched in a finish
merely Mr. Sullivan's rating of some
of the best college athletes in each of
the ordinary track and field activities,
Ira Davenport of the University of
Chicago Is placed In a class by blm.
d
run.
self in the
Fourteen men are named and it is
notable that seven of them are from
colleges on the western side of the
Alleghenies.
The team chosen is as follows:
Run F. L. Ramsdell,
of Pennsylvania.
Run R. C. Craig, Uni.
versity of Michigan.
Run I. N. Davenport,
of Chicago.
d
Run G. H. Whiteley,
440-yar-

110-Yar- d

440-Yar- d

n

e

ace-qui-

I

Attorney for Plaintiffs.

Office and Post Office Address, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
I have
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and the seal
of this Court at Santa Fe, New MexiA. D.
co, this 28th day of February,
'
1911.
1911.

'

'

EDWARD L. SAFFORD,
"
Clerk.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

Unl-versi-

880-Yar-

Princeton.

j

i

Unl-versi- ty

220-Yar- d

120-Yar- d

st-te- s,

teeming opportunities for enterprise
and energy, the South invites to investment, the mind, the muscle, and
the money of the world.'
"Capital may be divided Into two
classes, speculative capital, which is
bold, and investment capital, which is
timid. From East to West, throughout this broad land, you, whose guest
it is my honor to be, have a reputation for most cordial hospitality. In
matters financial, invitations to capital eeeklng opportunity for a debauch

IRA

1L

University
220-Yar-

Harvard.

Run A. F. Baker,
Run T. S. Berna,
J.
Running Broad Jump
Notre Dame.
Running High Jump K. W.
University of Pennsylvania.
Pole Vault L. S. Scott,
Stanford University.
Shot J.
Putting
Jr., University of Michigan.
One-Mil-

t.Vi

Two-Mil-

v

'

"

-

,

,

Hurdle W. A. Edwards,
of California.
Hurdle C. P. Gardner,

e

e

Oberlin.
Cornell.
Wasson,
Burdick,
Leland
Horner,

y

,iiWi in
Yusslff Mahmout.

bout that was on the level would
prove a remunerative proposition for
the promoters and an attractive event
for the fans. It looks like a simple
proposition, but the optical viewpoint
is deceiving, the problem being one
of the gnarled oak variety. In times
gone by the challenges used to read
"man and money ready at the Red
Lion," or something along those lines.
is a far more
Nowadays
complex proposition, says the Chicago
Tribune. It is easy to get the lion to
lie down with the lamb, but, judged
by current events, almost impossible
to get two lions together. It is
charged the men who pull the strings
control the wrestling puppets and that
unless the grappler has a string
to him about the best he can
get is a thinking part. This at least
appears to be the predicament In
which Mahmout, the Bulgarian heavyweight, finds himself. AlwayB sportsmanlike in his matches, and without
a doubt a high class performer, the
big fellow from the Balkan region
seems unable to get cm a match, and
the charge is made by his friends that
his failure to do so is because he is
outside the "trust." There may be
such a trust, and again there may not.
If there is the sooner it is "busted"
match-makin-

BILL DAHLEN MEETS POLECAT
Painful Experience Comes to
ger of Brooklyn Team While

ManaRab-

bit Hunting In New York.

j
j
j

ELBERT HUBBARD

WANTED
Position ty lady as
The things that live ar the things cashier or bookkeeper.
Address P. O.
that are well advertised. The thoughts Box SSL, Santa Fe, N". M.
that abide are those that are strongly
maintained, ably defended, well ex- FOR RENT
modern brick
pressed.
All literature is advertising, and all house fine location. 238 Agua Fria

written advertising that grips attention is literature.
The world accepts a man or an institution at the estimate it places on
Itself. To let the rogues and fools
expound and explain you to the multitude, and yon yourself make no sign,

street.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platetiB furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.

is to allow the falsehood to pass as All
repair work and typewriters guar-

current coin.

And soon it becomes legal tender.
According to the common law of England a path across your property onoe
used by the people is theirs for all
time.
In America millions of dollars are
now being expended by certain successful firms and corporations to correct a wrong impression that ha been
allowed to get a foothold In the public
mind concerning them.
You must advertise, wisely and discreetly, so as to create a pnblio opinion that Is favorable to you.
To stand still la to retreat
To worship the god Terminus is to
have the Goths and Vandals, that skirt
the borders of every successful venture, pick up your Termini and carry
them inland, long miles, between the
setting of the sun and his rising.
To hold the old customers, you most
get out after the new.
When you think you are big enough.
there is lime in the bones of the base,
and a noise like a buccaneer is heard
in the offing.
The reputation that endures, or the
Institution that lasts, is the one that
is properly advertised.
The only names In Greek history
that we know axe those which Herodotus and Thucydides graved with
deathless styli.
The men of Rome who lived and
tread the boardwalk are those Plutarch took up and writ their names
large on human hearts.
All that Plutarch knew of Greek
heroes was what he read in Herodo-

anteed.

Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

change.

All that Shakespeare knew of classic Greece and Rome, and the heroes
of that
f
time, is what he dug
out of Plutarch's lives. And about all
that most people now know of Greece
and Rome they got from Shakespeare.
Plutarch boomed his Roman friends
and matched each favorite with some
PluGreek, written of by Herodotus.
tarch wrote of the men he liked, some
of whom we know put up good
a
to cover expenses.
Horatius still stands at the bridge,
because a poet placed him there.
Paul Revere rides adown the night
giving his warning cry, because Longfellow set the meters in a gallop.
Across the waste of waters the ene- my ca"- .
and t
back,
yet b
of th
to co
tory trom the Jaws of defeat.
In Brussels there is yet to be heard
a sound of revelry by night only because Byron told of it.
Commodore Perry, that rash and impulsive youth of 26, never sent that
message, "We have met the enemy
and they are ours," but a good reporter did, and the reporter's words live,
while Perry's died on the empty air.
Lord Douglas never said:
The hand of Douglas Is his own,
And never shall In friendship grasp.
The hand of such a Marmion clasp.
Sir Walter Scott made that remark
on white paper with an eagle's quill,
and schoolboys' hearts will beat high
as they scorn the proffered hand on
Friday afternoons, for centuries to
come.
Virginius lives in heroic mold, not
for what he said or did, but for the
words put Into his mouth by a man
wno pushed what you call a virile pen
and wrote such an ad for Virginius as
he could never have written for
f.

Ex-

for sale.

Valuable

House and Lots in La
Vegas, N. M.
Desiring to change my residence
from Las Vegas by reason of my poor
health, I offer to sell my house and
lots situated on the south side of the
park in said town.
The building is 2 story, built of
stone, adapted for business, comprising rooms and backyards, with fixtures
for electric lights and water pipes.
The rooms now occupied bring me a
monthly rent, of $?r,.O0.
I will sell the
premises for $6,500.
Terms: $3,300 paid in hand, and
$3,000 In one year, secured by mortgage of the premises.
Address al correspondence to
TRINIDAD ROMERO,, Sr.,
Las Vegas, N. M.
February 22nd, 1911.
A

ES
MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge
1, A. F. & A. IL

No

Rtp

mar
communications
first Monday of eaci
month a' Masonic ball

at

tus.

7.30 p. m.
H. H. DORMAN,

Master
CHAS. E. LINNEY,

Secretary.

far-of-

g

the better. Stronger amusement combinations have gone to the wall. The
public which supports the game wants
to see the biggest fishes in the wrestling acquarium, and will not be satisfied with the whale against the minnow matches now being served up.

B7

WANTS

Santa Fe Chapter
A. M.
Rentier

..
,,.,-y-

No.

R- -

..iL

('

....

L

mn.

JOHN H. WALKER H P
AJITHUF SELIGMAN, Secretary.

ma-zum-

-

Ira Davenport.
Throwing the Hammer Lee Talbot,
Pennsylvania State College.
Cross Country Run T. P. Jones,
Cornell.
CERTAIN

OF

LARGE

STADIUM

Chicago University Students Expect
Two Athletic Buildings as Result of Gift.
Material athletic expansion at the
University of Chicago may be one of
the early results of John D. Rockefeller's gift of $10,000,000 to the Maroon
Members of the departInstitution.
ment of physical culture admit that
stadium and a new
the
gymnasium for the women students
might follow the oil king's generosity.
The matter will be considered by the
university board of trustees.
Under the terms of Mr. Rockefeller's donation the university authori
ties will be allowed to construct build-Ing- e
for the use of any existing department, while all new departments are
to be made possible by other gifts. Although the trustees assert that building expansion Is not probable In the
near future owing to the university's
wish to give the first installments of
purthe $10,000,000 for endowment
poses, the ultimate erection of the
needed buildings is assured. The officials stated that they would reach no
decision on the building question until

Bill Dahlen, manager of the Brooklyn National league baseball team,
who was at Fort Plain, N. Y., recently to attend a reunion of the family in honor of the seventieth anniversary of the birthday of his mother,
has "sworn off" indulging in his fa
vorite sport of rabbit hunting. Here's
the reason:
Dahlen went on a rabbit hunting
trip on skis, accompanied by his two
brothers and some local hunters of
repute. Bill had a ferret to help him.
For several hours all went well and
he had bagged many bunnies. Then
suddenly Bill stumbled on a hole
which looked sure of housing a rabbit
or two. He sent the ferret on its way
and got the bag in readiness.
In short order, with countless yelps
and unusual noises, .out dashed not
a rabbit, but a skunk. Dahlen's later.
friends are circulating a report that
the members of the board decide
he will use its left hind foot for a to Iftake
advantage of Mr. Rockefeller's
mascot during the season of 1911.
permission, the Midway school will
have the costliest and most complete
of athletics In the counFootball
department
Safeguarding
Players.
All High school football players In try. The physical culture experts beIndiana for the coming season will lieve that the additional buildings are
,
hare to pass a physical examination. necessities.
President Harry Pratt Judson names
A certificate must be filled out and
signed by the physician, and then the stadium and the women's gymnaplaced on file with Secretary Giles of sium as two of the four most needed
the state organization. Furthermore, features of the university's material
no player may take part in high school growth, the other two being a building
football contests unless he flies with for the use of the department of geolthe principal of the school a certifi- ogy and geography and an astronomicate bearing the written consent of cal observatory on the campus for the
either parent or of his guardian that use of the students.
he shall play.
The location of the prospective stadium has not been fixed. Coach Stagg
is modest in expressing his views, but
Freshmen Are Barred.
he has stated his wish that it be loPresident David Starr Jordan of cated on the ground owned
by the uniLeland Stanford university, pleading
on the south side of tje Midfor one year free from the excitement versity
between Ellis and Lexof publicity between the high school way Plaisance,
avenues.
If
ington
and later university years, has reo should remove one flatthe university
buildiing from
ommended and the faculty has ruled
land a block and a half would be
that hereafter no freshman shall par- this
available for the purpose.
ticipate in intercollegiate athletics

him-ael-

Andrew J. Rowan carried the message to Garcia an right, but the deed
would have been lost in the dust bin
of time, and quickly, too, were It not
for George H. Daniels, who etched the
act into the memory of the race, and
fixed the deed in history, sending It
down the corridors of time with the

rumble

the Empire State Express,-sthat today it is a part of the current coin of the mental realm, a legal
tender wherever English Is spoken.
All literature is advertising.
And all genuine advertisements are
literature.
The author advertises men, times,
places, deeds, events and things. His
appeal is to the universal human soul.
If he does not know the heart-throb-s
of men and women, their hopes, joys,
ambitions, tastes, needs and desires,
his work will interest no one but himself and his admiring friend.
Advertising Is fast becoming a fine
art. Its theme is Human Wants and
where, when and how they may be
of

Santa Fe Commandery
1. K. T.

5fl fourth

VV.

No.
Regular nonplom,
Monday in each

7:30 p, m.
CHAS. A. WHEELONE.
E. GRIFFIN.

Kvrw

at 7:30 o'clock

C.

la the evening in

Masonic HalL south side of Tlaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. BPIT :, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

Secretory.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
holds its regulaf session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
'
A. J. FISCHER,
nd welcome.
J. D. SENA.
Exaltec Ruler.
Secretary.
F. W. FARMER.

Homestead

No. 2S79.

Brotherhood of American Yeoman
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Cer. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.

Independent Order" ot Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80. I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
evening of each week at Elks' Lodee
Room. Visiting Brothers are always
welcome.

EDWARD C. BURKE,
MANUEL B. OTERO,
President.

Secretary.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings,
$6; the two for $10.

Adapted to New Mexico Code. Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible
Cover Pock
Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
gratified.
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each.
It interests. Inspires, educates
Com
amuses informs,
and pilation Corporation Laws, 75 c. Com
sometimes
thereby uplifts and benefits, lubricat- pilation Mining Laws, 0 C Money's
the old Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
ing existence and helping
world on its way to the Celestial City sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
of Fine Minds.

't

Warning to Railroad Men
Look out for severe and even dankidney and bladder, trouble
The reason a man cant afford e gerous
resulting from years of railroading.
to advertise is because he is try-Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third street. Fort
e Ing to do business without ad- 5 vertlslng
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
'Twenty years of railroading left my
kidneys in terrible condition. There
Back to Their Studies.
More of a Sinecure.
was a continual pain across my back
"An easy job will suit me, senator."
Little jabs and punches,
For Alienists.
and hips and my kidneys gave me
IJttle breaks and sprains
"How about winding the clocks ev
Give the football .player
A flood of foolish questions
much distress, and the action of my
week?"
ery
Time to use his brains.
Both make it very plain
bladder was frequent and most pain"I might make that do. But what's
Why people who aren't born that way
ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
So often so insane.
the matter with tearing the leaves off
Both Wronged.
Pills and the first bottle made a wonthe calendars every month?"
"Ton have deceived me," she comderful improvement and four bottles
Look
It
Dldnt
Right.
plained. "You gave me to understand
cured me completely.
Since being
"I understand Brlndle and his wife
Getting Back at Her.
that you were rich."
cured
I
have
recommended
Foley
cause?"
Maiden Aunt Do you know, Dolly, have quarreled. What was the
"Well, you deceived me, too," he rePills to manv of my railroad
"Why, Brlndle lost his wife in the Kidney
plied. "You caused me to believe that It's a very solemn thing to get marCapital Pharmacy.
crowd and went about peeking under friends."
you would be brave and cheerful if it ried?
all the peach basket hats that looked
I
but
should
ua
ever became necessary for
to get
Dolly Yes, auntie;
If you want anything on earth try
think It was much more solemn not like hers and she saw him and got
along on a small income." Judge.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
mad."
.
.
tojfet maxriedi
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high school. The work is being car- and Robert Wlllison, guards; Edward RFCALL GETS ANOTHER
16.62
ried on systematically and several Cartwright and William Goebel, forSETBACK IN COLORADO.
Lard May
;
MINOR CITY TOPICS
July 9.05
well known high school boys have wards; Rufua Wiiley, substitute.
Denver, Colo.,. March 9 Denver's 7
been studiously carrying out the role
first effort to invoke the Tecall amendWOOL MARKET
of "The Man With the Hoe." A splen- HERE'S A LESSON TO
ment of the city charter was knockSt. Louis, March 9. Wool
STEALERS OF FRUIT.I ed out
did speedy court is 4o be the result.
by District Judge Harry C.
Denver, Colo., March 9. The X Efforts will be
territory and western me(lums 19
made to get up a crack
Riddle, when he rendered a decision
2; fine mediums 1618;
weather forecast is fair weath- - X tennis team
Cleofes
Sena
Given
Alarid
and
Tomas
flnei2i3.
other
and challenge
high
that a public official could not be reX er tonight and Friday. Cooler X
LIVESTOCK.
Three Years in the Penschools.
until
called
he
has
fix
served
months
S in east portion Friday.
Chicago Cattle
Receipts
itentiary.
t oort
Girls' Chorus to Sing It has just
in office, at the same time discharging Market
steady. Texas steers $4.4i)
was
in
Three
the
years
been announced that the girls chorus
penitentiary
the writ of mandamus directing the 5.70; western Bteers
the sentence meted out to Cleofes board of aldermen to call a
4.705.8i.
You will find a large rssortment of of the high school, under the direcspecial stockers feeders $3.005.85; cows
Alarid a,nd Tomas Sena for stealing election to
will
tion
of
Miss
Bean
sing
determine the successor of heifers
Virginia
Pocket and Hunting Knives at
$6.50(7.90; calves $7.009.00.
a few selections on the night of the pears from a Santa Fe orchard. They Mderman Cornelius C. Worrall of
the
were
Hogs Receipts
court
in
before
tried
the
28,000.
district
Market
H.
H.
lecture
Dr.
of
Roberts,
Frank
Ninth
ward.
MarE.
Venceslao
Married at Taos
slow, generally five lower.
Mexico Normal Judge McFie and found guilty. There
of
Light
the
New
president
martinez and Franeisquita Ross were
from
$C.807.15; mixed $6.507.10; heavy
Dr. Roberts will talk on has been so much complaint
ried at the home of the bride's father University.
?6.507.00; rough $6.856.70; good
"The Pathos of Travel'' and he will orchardists for the past few years
Manuel Ross, at Ranchos de Taos.
to choice heavy
that it was freely predicted that an
bulk
$6.757.00;
Do You Like Springs, Broilers, Tur- illustrate it with many interesting
$G.857.00.
of example would be made of some one
The
MONEY
date
AND
METALS.
stereopticon
pictures.
keys, Killed to Order and Dry Picked? the lecture is
if the thieves were detected.
New York- - -- Call money, 2
Sheep Receipts
2
Friday, March 17.
Market
j
15,000.
F. Andrews is advertising these. Fish
was given not less ner cent.
Crescendo
Rael
iNatlve tf! nni74 Sft. natcrn
Sheriff
Tried
to Get Away From
sieaay.
and many other appetizing things tomore than twelve
Prime mercanti, paper 4(5:4
was arrested than nine nor
ptr ?4 la4.80; yearlings $4.705.75;
day, also seeds of all kinds. Read the Encarnacion Miranda
months in the penitentiary on the cent.
lamDs native $5.006.25;
SherRoswell
western
by
Sunday
morning
ad.
of attempted arson.
'
Mexican dollars 45
iff C L. Ballard on the charge of charge
$5,256.i
in
was
All
the
Sentence
Bonds
of
suspended
Kinds, Notary
Surety
AtAmalamated, 62; sugv jjo
Kansas City, Mo. Cattle Receipts
shooting a revolver on Sunday in Chi- case of John L. Durling at the request
'
Bonds, Insurance, Real Estate and
105
Great itprthern
counto
was
the
and
4,000 including 400 southerns.
huahua,
brought
of the Santa Fe as the alleged short- chison,
Market
other things of interest are called at124
New ToW Central, Bteady.
Jailer age in accounts is said to have been
Native steers
tention to in the n"v ad today for the ty jail for safe keeping.
5.506.75;
106
Northern
ihe
was
and
prisonat dinner
Pacificfl. Read- southern steers $5.25 6.00; southern
made up by the defendant who for
Santa Fe Abstract and Insurance Young
Southern Pacific
er was placed in "the temporary struc- years was a trusted employe of the ing, 154
5 i3; cows, heifers $3.255.25; native
cows,
Agency who are going after business ture
Union Pacific, 172
steel
heifers $3.006.00; stockers, feeders
around,the Jail cells, the sheriff railroad.
hard.
118
not
leave.
would
Kb
preferred,
that
Tax Suits.
$4.75(6.00; bulls $4.005.25;
calves
Lenten Service Friday evening at supposing,
Ribs May $9.45; July 8.9'59.9rt.2
with the
western steers $5.25
District Attorney E. C. Abbott has
$4.75G.25;
Church of the Holy Faith, evening When the sheriff returned
New
Y.
Lead dull, 4.40te 6.25; western cows $3.255.25.
York, N.
key to lock him up Encarnacion had been industrious in bringing tax suits
prayer and lecture by Rev. J. G.
a hot chase and
judgment has been entered in the j.bu; 'Stanaara copper dull, spot and- Hogs Receipts
The subject of the lecture will left and the sheriff had
10,000.
Market
SheriJ cases of the Territory vs. J. H. Blain May 11.90l-2- ; silver 52
be: .'The Influence of Contempor- after ..him on Main street.
Heady to five lower. Eulk $6.80 7.00;
on
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
and WTil'Iiam H, Goebel (for taxes
aneous Thought tTpon Early Christi- Ballard proved to be the fleeter
$G.;o6.90; packers, butchers
foot and caught the prisoner after a 1904 to 1909) and others will be pushChicago Wheat MMay 89
$6.8tMg,7.oo;
'
anity.". .'
light $C.957.05.
'
run of several blocks.
July 87
ed this term of court.
Sheep Reiipts
Market
Snow Six Feet Deep Charles S.
6,000.
Corn
46
May
Genaro Hovey jlead guilty to the
Will Be Tried In Arizona Jose OlJuly 49
steady. Mutton $4.254.85;
lambs
Randolph, inspector of ties for the
Oats
sen-- 1
May 30
July 31
$5,256.10; fed others and yearlings
Santa Barbara Pole & Tie Company, guin, who is waited at Tombstone, - charge of grand larceny and was
asof
to
answer
the
charge
$4.405.G0; fed western ewes $4.25
says that before the last storm the Arizona,
He! Pork May 17.4547
murder in addi-- t 15 months In the penitentiary.
July 4.60.
snow was five feet, seven inches, and sault with intent-tthat tie inspection was out of the tion to. two grand larceny charges,! stole a silver watch.
was arrested at Fierro, Grant county,
The case of Rupert and Harold Wag-question at the headwaters of the
by Deputy Sheriff Estes. Sheriff Mc-- j ner, charged with shooting Juan Tru- - j
fifty miles north of Santa Fe.
GraMi had a warrant fnr the arrest of jillo, has been set for March 16.
Mrs. Manuela Sanchez Dead
Mrs.
com-- ;
Manuela Sanchez
died of stomach! Olguin for a less serious offense
sur- NAMES OF THE NEW
mitted
in
but
he
Grant
county,
trouble last night at the age of 65
au- BEAVERS HERE.
years. She was a widow and leaves rendered the man to the Arizona
one daughter, Mrs. Ramon Ribera.i thorities because of his graver offense;
The funeral will take place at 7 a. m.j in that territory. During his brief so- Many Professional Men Have Joined
the Local Dam Which is Steadtomorrow from the Cathedral and in-- , journ in this county Olguin is said to
ily Growing.
terment will be in Rosario cemetery, iuve assumed the name of Manuel
A Warm Day The mercury climb-- Ochoa.
Former New Mexican Killed. John: The following were elected memed up to 59 degrees yesterday and!
every one exclaimed, "What a lovely) Job, who was a resident of Grant coun- - j bers of the Santa Fe Dam No. 80 Inspring day." It was, indeed a very; ty for several years, and who left dependent Order of Beavers.
M. M. Barber, John Collier, H. G.
enjoyable one. The average relative three or four years ago, was killed
humidity was 42 per cent. The low- - in Miami, Arizona, Wednesday morn-- i Calkins, S. G. Cartwright, A. J. Cas-- ,
ner, J. H. Crist, C. R. Easley, R. P.;
est temperature last night was 36 de- - mg.
District Court at Silver City Dis- Ervien, Robert Frye, F. F. Gormley,
Continued good; weather is
grees.
trict court is' in session at Silver City R. H. Hanna, G. Volney Howard, J. S.
predicted.
Fund
Social The Ladies' Orant county, with Judge Frank W. Harris, Charles Kieso, J. J. Luxen, J.
Organ
B. Leach, W. B. Meever, A. L. Morri- Aid Society of the St. John's Metho- Parker presiding.
Game of Basket Ball The boys sec- son, Jr., R. A. McKinley, Angus Mc-- !
dist Episcopal .church, will give an
organ fund social at the residence of ond team of the High School Basket Gillivray, B. S. Phillips, A. B. Rene-- !
Mrs. Nusbaum.
10, Ball Club will play the first team of han, C. M. Riley, C. V. Safford, W. G.
Friday, March
1911.Plenty to eat and a good time the girls' club in the athletic building Sargent, Dr. J. H. Sloan, William
for all. Admission 25c.
west of the high school. The game Thomas, Roland W. Wittmari, T. Z.j
Is as essential to your home as your furniture. It
i3 scheduled at 4 p. ,m. The girls have Winter, Cicero Weidner, E. L. Wheel- Chamber of Commerce for Taos
is part of your furniture. It is a mark of culture and
H.
N.
J.
John
Westbrook,
Zook, R.
The Taos Valley Chamber of Com- heretofore put up splendid
games er,
an article of comfort and convenience. Let us show
merce was organized at a meeting of against the boys and it is possible that C. Garrett, Francis C. Wilson.
:
-:
...
...
:
..."
you our line.
citizens held at the office of Parker N. they will carry off all honors this time.
Black at' Taos. The officers elected Following is the lineup:
Claribel
I'd wash it away with that mild,
were as follows: A. C Probert, presi- Fischer, center; Helen Winter, runsoothing liquid D. D. D. Trial bottle,
dent; Alexander Gusdorf, vice presi- ning center; Miriam Cartwright and 25c. Relieves all kinds of skin troudent; P. N. Black, secretary; J. D. Pearl Willey, guards; Pauline Kinsell ble, cleansing away the impurities
Martinez, treasurer; William McKean, and Opal Sanford, forwards; Marion and clearing up the complexion
as
local adviser.
Law and Consuelo Bergere and Edna
New
Tennis
Court Professor Lutz, substitutes. Eoys: Dilman Kin-selYes. It I had any kind or skin trou
&
Bowlds is supervising the work of
running center and captain; El ble I'D USE D. D. D.
a
new
tennis court for the mer Friday, center: Eugene Harvey
rolling
Sold by Capital Pharmacy.

No. 4

Bakery
Groceryandand
FLOWER SEEDS,

M.

GOE-BEL-

Nice Fresh Eggs

25c Dz.

Fish Received Tuesdays &Thurdays

MARKiil REPORT

We are receiving killed to order dry
picked poultry twice a week, try a hen,
spring, broiler, or a turkey THEY ARE FINE.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.
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Phone No.4.
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pre-fere- d,

FILIGREE
JEWELRY

.

My-the-
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NOVELTIES?

and
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Never was there such an exquisite display in so many
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both useful and
ornamental pieces in both
designs-E-
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f.-t-
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Pen-'asc-
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A FINE TOILET SET

As we have in

our Store.
JUST THE THING FOR GIFTS

S. SPITZ,

Manufacturing Jeweler.
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j

j

GET READY FOR EASTER
THE LATEST

NOVELTIES IN BAR PINS.
& DESIGNS in LOCKETS
LINE OF BRACELETS.

NEWEST SHAPES
A COMPLETE

CALL AND SEE THEM.

.

HP

Xani
7 The Reliable Jeweler.
IU11U,
San Francisco St.

,

Visit Our Chinaware Department.

satisfaction assured
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CORRICK'S HACK LINE S&SE" Prop

HACK SERVICE
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Buggies and Saddle Horses

The Santa Fe Hardware
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The'complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no conditions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent

exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
r
tailors of women's fashionable
garments.
made-to-orde-

Don

9.

Delay1
ome at Ounce

There are 72 new Spring and Summer
pick of the latest creations in the
fashion centres of the world. There are 278
absolutely guaranteed fabricsthe newest
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIQHTEDmore
than merely satisfied with the result.

styles--th- e

'

So don't missusuch an exceptional opportunity as this. Cpe at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- - Note what all .the fashionable
You won't obligate yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints and suggestions for you new Spring ontfit that you will
women in the large cities are now wearing.
BE SIRE TO COME EARLY-WHI- LE
be mighty glad indeed to get.,
THE COMPLETE LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.

THE BIG
STORE.

NAT HAN SALMON.

THE BIG
STORE.

